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1. Introduction
Background
Govt. of India launched National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) on 15th August, 1995 to provide
social assistance benefits to poor households in cases of old age, death of the breadwinner and
maternity. The NSAP aims at ensuring minimum national standards, in addition to the benefits that the
States are currently providing or might provide in future. It also aims at ensuring that social protection
to the beneficiaries everywhere in the country is uniformly available without interruption.
The National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) represents a significant step towards the fulfillment of
the Directive Principles in Article 41 and 42 of the Constitution recognizing the concurrent responsibility
of the Central and the State Governments in the matter. In particular, Article 41 of the Constitution of
India directs the State to provide public assistance to its citizens in case of unemployment, old age,
sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved want within the limit of its economic
capacity and development.
The NSAP at its inception in 1995 had three components namely (1) National Old Age Pension Scheme
(NOAPS), (2) National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS) and (3) National Maternity Benefit Scheme (NMBS).
On 1st April, 2000 a new Scheme known as Annapurna Scheme was launched. This scheme aimed at
providing food security to meet the requirement of those senior citizens who, though eligible, have
remained uncovered under the NOAPS. In February 2009, two new Schemes known as Indira Gandhi
National Widow Pension Scheme (IGNWPS) and Indira Gandhi National Disability Pension Scheme
(IGNDPS) were introduced. Presently NSAP comprises of five schemes, namely - (1) Indira Gandhi
National Old Age Pension Scheme (IGNOAPS), (2) Indira Gandhi National Widow Pension Scheme
(IGNWPS), (3) Indira Gandhi National Disability Pension Scheme (IGNDPS), (4) National Family Benefit
Scheme NFBS) and (5) Annapurna.
The NSAP is implemented in the States/UTs in accordance with the general conditions applicable to all
components of the NSAP as well as specific condition applicable to each component. The NSAP Schemes
are mainly implemented by the Social Welfare Departments in the States. But NSAP is implemented by
Rural Development Department in the States of Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Goa, Meghalaya and West
Bengal; by the Department of Women & Child Development in Orissa and Puducherry; by the Revenue
Department in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu and by the Department of Labour Employment & Training in
Jharkhand. The NSAP extends to both the rural as well as urban areas. For getting benefits under NSAP,
the applicant must belong to a Below Poverty Line (BPL) family according to the criteria prescribed by
the Govt. of India. As per the revised eligibility criteria, new beneficiaries will be identified from BPL list
prepared by the States/UTs as per guidelines issued by the Ministry of Rural Development (MORD) for
the BPL Census 2002.
For Administrative authorities and Implementation Agencies involved in NSAP, there were no end-toend, workflow-based system to facilitate online management. To fulfill it, the Software application NSAP
(https://www.nsap.nic.in) has been developed. The portal acts as a single platform for MoRD, other
Administrative authorities involved in implementation of NSAP in the selection of beneficiaries,
disbursement of benefits to the eligible beneficiaries through Public Sector Banks, Post Offices etc.,
monitoring of the implementation status at various stages in different States across the Country.
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Audience
The audience of this document includes various stakeholders involved in the NSAP at various levels of
Government:
 MoRD, Govt. of India running the NSAP
 State Governments

Purpose of this document
This document attempts to describe the operational aspects of NSAP with a view to assist all those who
will be using NSAP application. The document provides step-wise detailed instructions for handling
various aspects of the software with visual screens for easy and better understanding. It also describes
the messages encountered while working with the software with appropriate actions required to be
taken by the user.

Document Organization
The document is divided in five chapters.
Chapter 1: Introduction– This Chapter provides an Introduction to the document describing the
background, intended audience, purpose of the document, conventions adopted in the document,
references and contact address for reporting the problems encountered (if any) while using the software
or related with this document.
Chapter 2: Brief Overview– This Chapter gives an overview of the software with a broad list of features
offered by it.
Chapter 3: Minimum System Requirements– This chapter provides information about the minimum
system requirements to access NSAP software application.
Chapter 4: General/Common Operating Instructions– This chapter provides the general operating
instructions that are common across the package.
Chapter 5: Specific Operating Instructions– This Chapter provides specific operating instructions for
each of the features offered by the software. The feature description includes a general description of
the feature, screen description wherever applicable, step-wise instructions for carrying out the
operation, what happens after the operation is successfully executed, what more can be done from the
current screen and a list of messages that the user might encounter while carrying out the operation.
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Definitions/Glossary
This section gives a glossary of terms used in the rest of the document.
Term

Description

APL

Above Poverty Line

BPL

Below Poverty Line

CAG

Controller and Auditor General

CSS

Centrally Sponsored Scheme

DRDA

District Rural Development Authority

FMS

Financial Management System

GOI

Government of India

GP

Gram Panchayat

ICT

Information Communication Technology

IGNOAPS

Indira Gandhi National Old Age Pension Scheme

IGNDPS

Indira Gandhi National Disability Pension Scheme

IGNWPS

Indira Gandhi National Widow Pension Scheme

IRDP

Integrated Rural Development Programme

IT

Information Technology

MGNREGA

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act

MIS

Management Information System

MoRD

Ministry of Rural Development

MO

Money Order
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MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPR

Monthly Progress Report

NFBS

National Family Benefit Scheme

NIRD

National Institute of Rural Development

NRHM

National Rural Health Mission

NRLM

National Rural Livelihood Mission

NSAP

National Social Assistance Programme

PFMS

Public Financial Management System

PO

Post Office

PRI

Panchayati Raj Institutions

PWD

Persons with Disability

RD

Rural Development

SC/ST

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes

SO

Sanction Order
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2. Brief Overview
Features
Brief description of the features that will be offered by NSAP portal is given below:
1. Accessibility– The user can access the portal by entering the URL http://www.nsap.nic.in in the
address bar of the web browser.
2. Simple system- NSAP portal is a simple system with easy to understand user interface which enables
users to easily make entries and perform other tasks.
3. Monitoring- Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), State Governments and other agencies involved
in NSAP can monitor the progress as per their requirement.
4. Transparent System- The names and other details of the beneficiaries will be available at different
levels.
5. Reports and Analysis- The data can be further analyzed and results can be used for further
improvement in the system.

Stake Holders & Users
Major Stake Holders of National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) are:
 Ministry of Rural Development
 State Governments
 State Nodal Agencies
 District Level Agency
NSAP has users at different levels.
1. MoRD Admin Only the authorized users of Ministry of Rural Development have permission to make entries in forms
of Master tab as per the requirement.
2. STATE ADMIN–
State Admin can view details of all beneficiaries of their own state. State Admin can create users at
State and District levels. The users can access forms as per the permission given by the Administrator.
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3. Minimum System Requirements
NSAP is a web based application, the minimum system requirements for accessing the software
application are:
1) Desktop or Laptop computer
2) Internet Connection
3) Web Browser
(i) Google Chrome
(ii) Mozilla Firefox
(iii) Internet Explorer (IE) 10 and above
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4. General Operating Instructions
This section describes the details related to some of the common features which are applicable to all
roles. In particular, it describes the Home Page and the Log in form.

Getting Started
NSAP is a web based software application. To invoke the application, type the URL https://www.nsap.nic.in in
the Address Bar of the Browser Window. The Home Page will open as shown in Fig. 1. At present, it comprises of
MIS / transaction-based software of three schemes of IGNOAPS, IGNWPS and IGNDPS.

Home Page

Figure1: Home Page

The Home Page of NSAP provides links to the following:
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About Us - This section provides information about National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP).



Guidelines- This section can be accessed to get information about the guidelines for NSAP.



FAQ– This section contains important information about NSAP in the form of Questions that are
frequently asked and their Answers.



Circulars– This link can be used to access the information about the circulars being issued for NSAP.



Contact-Us– This section provides the information about the contact authority and the contact
number along with email address.



Login– This link can be used to access the login page of National Social Assistance Programme
(NSAP).

How to Log-in
In order to log-in on NSAP application, a User is required to click on the link Login provided on the upper
part of the Home Page. After clicking the link Login, following login screen will appear as shown in the
figure 2.

Figure 2

The login page has the following fields:
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User Name – The User has to enter a valid User Name in the text box provided for entering User Name.
Password- The User has to enter the password in the text box provided for entering the password.
Captcha – The User has to enter the characters appeared in the Captcha image in the text box provided
for entering the Captcha.
Captcha Image- The Captcha Image will appear by default which can be chosen by the user in case of
any difficulty in viewing it.
Forget your Password? - The User can use this link to reset the password if the user forgets password.
User Manual – The User can download the User Manual by using this link.
Computer Based Training – The User can download the Computer Based Training by using this link.
Steps for Operationalisation of NSAP – The User can download the steps for Operationalisation of NSAP
by using this link.
Button – The ‘Login’ button can be clicked by the user to login on NSAP.

Figure 3
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5. Specific Operating Instructions
This section describes each role and the forms associated with each role in detail. The format for the
same is given below:


Form Name.



General Description– A brief description about the form is given.



Pre-conditions- It provides a description of what the user should have done to be able to
successfully use the current form.



Screen Description– The screen associated with the form is described. Screen shot is displayed
here. All the fields and buttons in the form are described here.



Brief Description – Brief description of the form is given.



Form Flow (How to use the form) – Here, the flow of the form is explained.



What happens when the form is submitted



Messages– Describes the messages which users are likely to face when working on the form, the
reason for the message and expected action from the user.
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National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP)
National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) was launched on 15th August, 1995. It is a significant step
towards the fulfillment of the Directive Principles in Article 41 and 42 of the Constitution recognizing the
concurrent responsibility of the Central and the State Governments in the matter. In particular, Article
41 of the Constitution of India directs the State to provide public assistance to its citizens in case of
unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved want within the
limit of its economic capacity and development.
The main objective of NSAP is to provide social assistance benefits to poor households in cases of old
age, disability, death of the breadwinner and maternity. The aim of NSAP is to ensure minimum national
standards, in addition to the benefits that the states are currently providing or might provide in future. It
also aims to ensure that social protection to the beneficiaries everywhere in the country is uniformly
available without interruption.
At present, NSAP comprises of five schemes, namely
1. Indira Gandhi National Old Age Pension Scheme (IGNOAPS)
2. Indira Gandhi National Widow Pension Scheme (IGNWPS)
3. Indira Gandhi National Disability Pension Scheme (IGNDPS)
4. National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS)
5. Annapurna Scheme
The NSAP is implemented in the States/UTs in accordance with the general conditions applicable to all
components of the NSAP as well as specific condition applicable to each component. The programme
introduced a National Policy for Social Assistance for the poor and aims at ensuring minimum national
standard for social assistance in addition to the benefits that states are currently providing or might
provide in future.

NSAP MIS Application
NIC in collaboration with Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India has developed NSAP-MIS, a work
flow based model capturing legacy pensioners data, submission of application, verification and sanction of new
application online using MIS. Sanction letters are generated and provided to applicants and Pension pay order is
prepared for inclusion of pensioners name in pensioners scroll list from the date of pension effective date.
Pension payment are presently made using Banks, Post Offices and through Cash from respective Sub district
office level or by village secretaries. This application can be accessed by
1. MORD (Central user)
2. State Nodal Agency (State user)
3. District Level Agency (District user)
A. i) Municipal Offices (Municipal user)
ii) Ward (Ward user)
B. i) Sub-District (Sub-District user)
ii) Gram Panchayat (Gram Panchayat user)
iii) Village (Village user)
iv) Habitation (Habitation user)
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A User can access NSAP application by using the authorized user credentials. The home page of NSAP
application contains the link Login on the Home Page of NSAP Application as shown in the figure 1.
To initiate Pension Payment through NSAP-PPS, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. Login on NSAP MIS - The Activities can be started by using the user id and password as available
for NSAP MIS with State or District Nodal officer and district ITNO.
2. Update data of identified location - Identified location data like (Beneficiary Name, account
number, IFSC Code, Branch code etc.) should be updated.
3. Update UID - For Aadhar base payment, UID number should be updated.
4. Enter Agency Detail - Enter the PFMS agency detail in NSAP-PPS.
5. Validate Beneficiary - Send the identified location beneficiary file to PFMS through NSAP-PPS for
the validation of beneficiary (Entered Beneficiary name, Account number, IFSC Code, UID No.)
6. Compute Pension - Compute the pension amount of identified location using NSAP-PPS.
7. Generate Payment - Generate the payment from NSAP-PPS and send to PFMS.
The detailed information about these steps is given in this document.
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System Work Flow in NSAP

PFMS

The system work flow of NSAP covers all the steps starting from the submission of application by the applicants
up to the disbursement of the pension to the eligible pensioners. The NSAP system facilitates the processing of
the pension application and keeps the record of every action performed by the work flow players during the
processing of the pension application and disbursement of the pension to the eligible beneficiary.
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Identification of Beneficiaries
In rural area, the Below Poverty List (BPL) prepared by States on the basis of norms prescribed by Ministry of
Rural Development is the key element in identifying a beneficiary. Similar lists prepared by States following
norms by Ministry of Urban Development and Poverty Alleviation would be applicable in urban areas or any
other norms set by States for Urban areas may also be followed. The Govt. of India reserves the right to review
these criteria and suggest appropriate revised criteria for identifying whether a beneficiary belongs to a
household below the poverty level or not.
Age indicated in birth certificate issued by Registrar of Births & Deaths, School Certificate, Ration Card and EPIC
Card may be taken into account. In the absence of age proof, a certificate issued by a Medical Officer at least of
the rank of Assistant Civil Surgeon or by the Revenue Authority may be taken as proof of age and disability
percentage. The widow status of a beneficiary will be certified by the Revenue Authority.
The identification could be based on (i) application by the candidate or (ii) From Gram Panchayat / Gram Sabha
or (iii) report of any other competent Authority. In all such cases the application form has to be filled up and
submitted to sub district level offices as Blocks in rural area and at Municipality in case of Urban area. On
entering the details of applicant, NSAP-MIS generates a unique application no and a copy of receipt given to
applicants for making further enquiry.

Verification and Sanction of Beneficiaries
On receipt of application as new cases, physical verification conducted by the appropriate verifying authorities
about applicants. Verification reports is noted and forwarded to sanctioning authorities for sanctioning for
application found correct and suitable where as if not suitable applications are found, a proper remark with
reason are also noted which can be seen by the applicant.
Regular periodic verifications are also conducted by the department from time to time to identify death,
migrated and transferred cases to mark them for stopping their pension from pension scroll list generated on
monthly basis. On an average, periodic verification conducted annually/six monthly.
Once application is verified and the sanctioning authority sanctions the application, a sanction order no is
allocated to each approved application. A sanction order cum Pension Pay Order (PPO) is generated and print
out is given to the applicant.

Pension Disbursement using DBT (Direct Benefit Transfer)
As an initiative of Prime Minister Office (PMO) to ensure Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) of pensions to the
pensioners’ bank accounts, electronic fund transfer is used to send pension amount to respective pensioner’s
bank accounts using NEFT/RTGS and based on AADHAR.
Ministry of Finance, Government of India appointed an agency Central Plan Scheme Monitoring System
(CPSMS)/ Public Financial Management System (PFMS) for processing pension benefit to transfer in pensioner’s
respective bank account based on electronic fund transfer and AADHAR.
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Integration of NSAP-MIS with CPSMS/PFMS has been done in such a way that any beneficiary added to NSAPMIS get registered automatically to CPSMS/PFMS and where ever pension scroll are generated by district/state,
it is automatically forwarded to CPSMS/PFMS for processing of pension payment and after successful transfer, it
confirm to NSAP-MIS on successful transfer for ledger update.
NSAP-MIS also supports pension disbursement through Post offices and Cash.

Features of NSAP-MIS:
Beneficiaries Database
The States are required to maintain a database of eligible beneficiaries and upload it in the public domain. The
beneficiary data should include all the details of the beneficiary including his / her photograph. Since belonging
to a BPL family and having a BPL ID is a condition for getting the pension for new beneficiaries, the link with the
BPL database would be used to avoid duplication of pensioners.

Legacy Data
The legacy database is required to be uploaded on the NSAP website. For this purpose, legacy data formats for
IGNOAPS, IGNWPS and IGNDPS are placed on the NSAP website. Since legacy data is very large in number, it can
be entered in the legacy data formats which are downloadable from the NSAP website and entered offline
(without continuous use of internet).Facility has been provided to states/districts to upload data online under
NSAP-MIS logins. The new pensioners’ data needs to be entered online.

Process flow for new beneficiaries
For new pensioners, the data entry should be made directly on the NSAP website, using the State / District /
Sub-district logins. The identification form of a new beneficiary is filled by the ‘application receiver’, the
verification is done by the ‘verifying officer’, the sanctioning and issue of sanction order is done by ‘sanctioning
authority’ and disbursement is done by the pension disbursing Agency (PDA). There are separate logins created
for each role in the whole procedure.

Fund Flow
The fund flow contains the estimation of funds required, allocation and release. Estimation is done from bottom
–up i.e. Village to Ministry, as per number of beneficiaries and allocation and release is done from top to down
i.e., Ministry to State to District, up to the level of the PDA, taking into account the fund available at each level.

Pension Disbursing Agencies
State Governments are required to appoint and indicate the ‘Pension Disbursing Authority’. Depending upon the
mode of disbursement, the PDA can be created at State / District / Sub-District level.

Acquaintance Roll/Pension Scroll
In order to disburse pension to the beneficiaries, first of all a demand are being generated in order to know
estimated beneficiaries bank branch wise and total fund required to nodal bank and it is branches separated.
This demand is generated and submitted to treasury for release of fund for pension disbursement.
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Updation of the Disbursement Ledger
Once pension computed and sent to CPSMS/PFMS for payment of pension in respective bank accounts of
pensioners using Aadhar Payment Bridge (APB) or NEFT/RTGS, the same is also updated in NSAP-MIS and
pensioner’s ledger is updated automatically.

Discontinuation
On the basis of periodic/annual verification from time to time, pensioners are marked in case of death, migrated
and transferred cases found in MIS to make database up to date. Their pension is stopped and they are not
included in pensioner scroll onwards from the date of discontinuation. Provision to re-instate pension is also
available in case pensioners wrongly marked/discontinued.
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Master Entry on NSAP
NSAP allows authorized MoRD/State User to enter master data. The tab Masters contains the option
Add/Modify for User Master, Assign Role, District Master, Sub-District/Municipal Area, GramPanchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation, Scheme, Bank Branch Master, Branch Post Office, Pension
Amount, Plan Master(Add only), Criteria Master, Head Post Office, Cash Master, Sub Post Office, Post
Office Linking (Add only), Authority Detail Master as shown in the figure 4.

Figure 4

User Master
1. To manage User Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Masters> User Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “User Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “User Master” as shown in the figure 5.
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Figure 5

User Master (Add)
1. To add the record, the user has to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’, the
form named as “Add User” will open as shown in the figure 6.
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Figure 6

2. To add the record, the user needs to enter User ID in the given text box. (Mandatory)
3. The user has to enter the Designation in the given text box. (Mandatory)
4. The user has to specify the level of the user by selecting a value from the drop down list given
under the field Level (i.e. whether the user is at State/District/Sub-District/Municipal Area/Gram
Panchayat). (Mandatory)
5. The user needs to specify the State by selecting a value from the drop down list given under the
field State.
6. The user has to specify the District by selecting a value from the drop down list given under the
field District. (Note: The field District will appear only when the User will select the Level as
“District”)
7. The user needs to specify the Sub-District by selecting a value from the drop down list given
under the field Sub-District. (Note: The field Sub-District Name will appear only when the User
will select the Level as “Sub-District”)
8. The user needs to specify the Gram Panchayat Name by selecting a value from the drop down
list given under the field Gram Panchayat Name. (Note: The field Gram Panchayat Name will
appear only when the User will select the Level as “Gram Panchayat”)
9. The user needs to specify the Municipal Area Name by selecting a value from the drop down list
given under the field Municipal Area Name. (Note: The field Municipal Area Name will appear
only when the User will select the Level as “Municipal Area”)
10. The user needs to enter the Programme Officer Name in the given text box.(Mandatory)
11. The user needs to enter the Password in the given text box.(Mandatory)
12. The user needs to specify the schemes on which the entries will be applicable by marking the
check boxes given for schemes under the field Schemes Applicable.
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13. The user needs to specify the status of the account by selecting the values (Open/Locked) given
under the field A/C Status. (Mandatory)
14. The user needs to enter the Programme Officer Mobile No. in the given text box.(Mandatory)
15. The user needs to enter the Programme Officer Email ID in the given text box.(Mandatory)
16. To submit the details of the form, the user needs to move the cursor at ‘Submit’ button and click
over it. (Note: If the User wants to clear the entries made in the form fields, the User needs to
move the cursor at ‘Cancel’ button and click over it.)
User Master (Modify)
1. To modify the record, the user has to move the cursor on ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 5. As the
user will move the cursor on ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Search User” will
open as shown in the figure 7.

Figure 7

2. The user can search the User (Details of which is to be modified) either by selecting radio button
User Id or by selecting radio button User Name.
i.
If radio button User Id is selected, then the user has to enter any/all character(s) of the
User Id as keyword in the text box given for the field “Enter the Search Value”.
ii.
If radio button User Name is selected, then the user has to enter any/all character(s) of
the User Name as keyword in the text box given for the field “Enter the Search Value”.
3. If any record matches with the selection criteria, then a table with columns ‘User ID’,
‘Programme Officer Name’, Level, A/C Status along with the links Modify, View will appear on
the screen as shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8

4. To modify the details of a User, the user has to move the cursor on the link Modify and click
over it. As the user will click on the link Modify, a form Modify User will open shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9

5. The authorized User can edit the details of subordinate User in the hierarchy and click over the
button ‘Submit’ to submit the form “Modify User” as shown in figure 9. (Note: The User can use
the button ‘Cancel’ to clear the entries of the form fields)
User Master (View)

Figure 10
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1. To View the details of a User, the user has to move the cursor on the link View and click over it.
As the user will click on the link View, the form “View User” will open as shown in figure 10.
2. The user can view the details of the User in the form “View User”.
3. The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to previous screen.
Assign Role
1. To manage Assign Role, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Assign Role.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Assign Role”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will appear
along side with the “Assign Role” as shown in the figure 11.

Figure 11

Assign Role (Add)
1. To add the record, the user has to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’, the
form named as “Assign Role” will open as shown in the figure 12.
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Figure 12

2. To assign role to a user, the User has to specify the identification number of the User (User Id)
from the drop down list given under the field User Id as shown in the figure 12.
3. After that, the User has to specify the role that has to be assigned to the user by selecting any
value from the drop down list given under the field Roles.
4. The details of the creator/modifier of the user will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified By. The date of creation/modification will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified Date.
5. The user can submit the details of the form by clicking the button ‘Submit’. (Note: The User has
to move the cursor at ‘Cancel’ button and click over it to clear the entries made in form fields.)
Assign Role (Modify)

Figure 13
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1. To modify the record, the user has to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the
figure 11. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form
named as “Assign Role” will open as shown in the figure 13.
2. The user has to move the cursor on the drop down icon given under the field Roles and click
over it to open the drop down list of available roles that are already assigned to users.
3. To get the list of users to whom a role has been assigned, the user can select that role and click
over it.
4. As the user will click over the button ‘Search’ after selecting the role, the list of users to whom
the selected role has been assigned will open as shown in the figure 14.
5. The list contains the User Id, abbreviated role name and the links Modify, View.

Figure 14

6. To modify the details of a User, the user needs to move the cursor on the link Modify and click
over it. As the user will click on the link Modify, the form Modify User will open as shown in
figure 15.

Figure 15

7. The user can click on the drop down icon to open the drop down list given under the field Roles.
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8. The user can assign a new role to the user and click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form.
(Note: The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to the previous screen without selecting the
new role for the user).

Figure 16

9. To view the details of the user and the role assigned, the user can click on the link View given in
front of the User Id in a row in the table shown in the figure 14.
10. As the user will click on the link View, the details of the User Id and the Assigned role along with
the details of creator and creation date will get displayed in a table as shown in the figure 16.
(Note: The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to the previous screen).
District Master
1. To manage District, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> District Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “District Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “District Master” as shown in the figure 17.
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Figure 17

District Master (Add)
1. To add the record, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’,
the form named as “Maintain District Master” will open as shown in the figure 18.
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Figure 18

2. To add the record in District Master, the user needs to select the State from the drop down list
given under the field State. (Mandatory)
3. After that, enter the district code in the text box given under the field District Code.
(Mandatory)
4. Enter the name of the district in the text box given under the field District. (Mandatory)
5. Enter short name of the district in the text box given under the field District Short Name.
6. Enter the name of the district agency in the text box given under the field District Agency Name.
7. Enter the address of the district agency in the text box given under the field District Agency
Address.
8. The details of creator/modifier along with the date of creation/modification will be displayed in
a row.
9. To save the details entered in the form fields, click on the button ‘Submit’. After submission of
the form, the record will get updated. (Note: To clear the values entered in form fields, click on
the button ‘Cancel’)
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District Master (Modify)
1. To modify the record of a district, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Modify’ shown in the
figure 17. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form
named as “Modify District Master” will open as shown in the figure 19.

Figure 19

2. After that, the user needs to select the State from the drop down list given under the field State.
3. As the User will select the State, the list of District Master of that State will appear on the form
in a tabular format with column named as State, District Code, District, District Agency Name
along with the links View and Modify as shown in the figure 20.
4. If the user doesn’t want to view/modify District Master, then he/she can click on the button
‘Cancel’ shown in the form to close the form and return to home page screen.

Figure 20

5. The user needs to click on the link Modify to open the form which contains the details of the
District which has been chosen for modification. The figure 21 shows the details of the district
that can be modified.
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6. The user can modify the details of the district and then use the ‘Submit’ button to save the
modified details of the district. (Note: The user can click on the button ‘Back’ to return to the
previous screen)

Figure 21

District Master (View)
1. To view the details of the District, the user needs to click on the link View as shown in figure 20.
2. As the user will click on the link View, the details of the selected district will get displayed as
shown in the figure 22.
3. The button ‘Back’ can be used to return to previous screen.
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Figure 22

Sub-District/Municipal Area
1. To manage Sub-District/Municipal Area, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Sub-District/Municipal Area.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Sub-District/Municipal Area”, the options for ‘Add’ and
‘Modify’ will appear along side with the “Sub-District/Municipal Area” as shown in the figure 23.
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Figure 23

Sub-District/Municipal Area (Add)
1. To add the record, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’,
the form named as “Maintain Sub-District/Municipal Area Master” will open as shown in the
figure 24.

Figure 24
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2. To add the record in Sub-District/Municipal Area, the user needs to select the State from the
drop down list given under the field State.
3. After that, select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. Select the area (Urban/Rural) from the drop down given under the field Area.
i.
If the User selects the area as Urban, then he/she has to:
a. Enter Municipal Area Code in the text box provided under the field Municipal Area
Code. (Mandatory)
b. Enter Municipal Area Name in the text box provided under the field Municipal Area
Name. (Mandatory)
c. Enter Municipal Area Office in the text box provided under the field Municipal Area
Office. (Mandatory)
d. Enter Municipal Area Short Name in the text box provided under the field Municipal
Area Short Name. (Mandatory)
e. Enter Municipal Area Office Address in the text box provided under the field
Municipal Area Office Address. The figure 25 shows the form fields when the area is
selected as Urban.

Figure 25

f.

ii.

The user can click the button ‘Submit’ to save and submit the details entered in the
form fields. (Note: If the user wants to clear the details entered in the form fields,
he/she needs to click on the button ‘Cancel’)
If the user selects the area as Rural, then he/she has to:
a. Enter Sub-District Code in the text box provided under the field Sub-District Code.
(Mandatory)
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b. Enter Sub-District Name in the text box provided under the field Sub-District Name.
(Mandatory)
c. Enter Sub-District Office in the text box provided under the field Sub-District Office.
d. Enter Sub-District Short Name in the text box provided under the field Sub-District
Short Name.
e. Enter Sub-District Office Address in the text box provided under the field SubDistrict Office Address. The figure 26 shows the form fields when the area is
selected as Rural.

Figure 26

f.

The user can click the button ‘Submit’ to submit and save the details entered in the
form fields. (Note: If the User wants to clear the details entered in the form fields,
he/she needs to click on the button ‘Cancel’)

Sub-District/Municipal Area (Modify)
To modify the record of a Sub-district/Municipal Area, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Modify’
shown in the figure 23. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the
form named as “Modify Sub-District/Municipal Area Master” will open as shown in the figure 27.
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Figure 27

1. To modify the record in Sub-District/Municipal Area, the User needs to select the District from
the drop down list given under the field District.
2. After that, the user needs to select the area (Urban/Rural) from the drop down given under the
field Area.
i.
If the user selects the area as Urban, then the following screen will appear as shown in
the figure 28.

Figure 28

a. The user needs to click on the link Modify provided in front of the name of the SubDistrict/Municipal Area to open the form which contains the details as shown in the
figure 29.
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Figure 29

ii.

b. The user can make changes in the existing values of form fields (if required).
c. After making changes in the values of the form fields, the user can click on the
button ‘Submit’ to submit the form and save the details in the record. (Note: If the
User doesn’t want to make changes, he/she can click on the button ‘Back’ to return
to previous screen)
If the user selects the area as Rural, then the following screen will appear as shown in
the figure 30.

Figure 30
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a.

The user needs to click on the link Modify provided in front of the name of the SubDistrict/Municipal Area to open the form which contains the details as shown in the
figure 31.

Figure 31

b. The user can make changes in the existing values of form fields (if required).
c. After making changes in the values of the form fields, the User can click on the
button ‘Submit’ to submit the form and save the details in the record. (Note: If the
User doesn’t want to make changes, he/she can click on the button ‘Back’ to return
to previous screen)
Gram-Panchayat/Ward
1. To manage Gram-Panchayat/Ward, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Gram-Panchayat/Ward.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Gram-Panchayat/Ward”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’
will appear along side with the “Gram-Panchayat/Ward” as shown in the figure 32.
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Figure 32

Gram-Panchayat/Ward (Add)
1. To add the record, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’,
the form “Maintain Gram-Panchayat/Ward” will open as shown in the figure 33.

Figure 33
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2. To add the record in Gram-Panchayat/Ward, the user needs to select the State from the drop
down list given under the field State.
3. After that, select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. Select the area (Urban/Rural) from the drop down given under the field Area.
i.
If the User selects the area as Rural, then he/she has to:
i.
Select Sub-District from the drop down list given under the field Sub-District Name.
ii.
As the user will select the Sub-District, the Gram Panchayat Code will get displayed
under the field Gram Panchayat Code. (Mandatory)
iii.
The user needs to enter the name of the Gram Panchayat in the text box provided
under the field Gram Panchayat Name. (Mandatory)
iv.
The user needs to enter the short name of the Gram Panchayat in the text box
provided under the field Gram Panchayat Short Name.
v.
The name of the creator/modifier will get displayed under the field
Created/Modified By.
vi.
The date of creation/modification will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified Date.
vii.
The user can click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form
fields. (Note: If the User wants to clear the details entered in the form fields, he/she
needs to click on the button ‘Cancel’)
viii.
The figure 34 shows the screen related to addition of Gram-Panchayat/Ward for
Rural area.

Figure 34

ii.

If the user selects the area as Urban, then he/she has to:
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a. Select Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the field Sub-District
Name.
b. As the user will select the Municipal Area, the Gram Panchayat Code will get
displayed under the field Gram Panchayat Code. (Mandatory)
c. The user needs to enter the name of the Gram Panchayat in the text box provided
under the field Gram Panchayat Name. (Mandatory)
d. The user needs to enter the short name of the Gram Panchayat in the text box
provided under the field Gram Panchayat Short Name.
e. The name of the creator/modifier will get displayed under the field
Created/Modified By.
f. The date of creation/modification will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified Date.
g. The user can click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form
fields. (Note: If the user wants to clear the details entered in the form fields, he/she
needs to click on the button ‘Cancel’)
h. The figure 35 shows the screen related to addition of Gram-Panchayat/Ward for
Urban area.

Figure 35

Gram-Panchayat/Ward (Modify)
To modify the record of a Gram-Panchayat/Ward, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Modify’ shown
in the figure32. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named
as “Modify Gram-Panchayat/Ward Master” will open as shown in the figure 36.
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Figure 36

1. To modify the record in Gram-Panchayat/Ward, the user has to select the District from the drop
down list given under the field District.
2. After that, the user has to select the area (Urban/Rural) from the drop down given under the
field Area.
i. If the user selects the area as Urban, then the following screen will appear as shown
in the figure 37.

Figure 37

a. After selecting the area as URBAN, the user needs to select the name of the
Municipal Area from the drop down list provided under the field Municipal Area
Name.
b. As the user selects the Municipal Area Name, the list of Gram Panchayat/Ward
along with the link Modify in front of each Gram Panchayat/Ward Name will appear
on the screen which is shown in the figure 38.
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Figure 38

c. The user can click on the link Modify given in front of Gram Panchayat/Ward Name
to open the record of that Gram Panchayat/Ward Name shown in figure 39.

Figure 39

ii.

d. The user can change the values of the form fields Ward Code, Ward Name, Ward
Short Name (if required). After making the required changes, the user can click on
the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details of the form and save them in the record.
(Note: The user can click on ‘Back’ to return to previous screen)
If the user selects the area as Rural, then the following screen will appear as shown in
the figure 40.
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Figure 40

a. After selecting the area as RURAL, the user needs to select the name of the SubDistrict from the drop down list provided under the field Sub-District Name.
b. As the user selects the Sub-District Name, then the list of Gram Panchayat/Ward
along with the link Modify in front of each Gram Panchayat/Ward Name will appear
on the screen as shown in the figure 41.

Figure 41

c. The user can click on the link Modify given in front of Gram Panchayat/Ward Name
to open the record of that Gram Panchayat/Ward Name which is shown in the
figure 42.
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Figure 42

d. The user can change the values of the form fields Gram Panchayat Code, Gram
Panchayat Name, Gram Panchayat Short Name (if required). After making the
required changes, the User can click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details of
the form and save them in the record.
Village
1. To manage Village, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Village.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Village”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will appear
along side with the “Village” as shown in the figure 43.
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Figure 43

Village (Add)
1. To add the record, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’,
the form “Maintain Village Master” will open as shown in the figure 44.

Figure 44
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2. To add in Village, the user does not need to select the State as it will appear by default.
3. After that, the user has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field
District.
4. After selecting the District, the user needs to select the Sub-district from the drop down list
given under the field Sub-District Name.
5. After that, the user has to select the Gram-Panchayat from the drop down list given under the
field Gram-Panchayat Name.
6. As the user will select the Gram-Panchayat from the drop down list, the Village code will appear
in the text box given under the field Village Code as shown in the figure 45. (Mandatory)

Figure 45

7. The user needs to enter the name of the Village in the text box provided under the field Village
Name. (Mandatory)
8. The user has to enter the short name of the Village in the text box provided under the field
Village Short Name.
9. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
10. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
11. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. After
submission, the form field details will be saved in database. (Note: If the user wants to clear the
values entered in the text boxes given under the form fields, then he/she needs to click on the
button ‘Cancel’)
Village (Modify)
To modify the record of a Village, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 43.
As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Modify
Village Master” will open as shown in the figure 46.
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Figure 46

1. To modify the record in Village, the user needs to select the District from the drop down list
given under the field District.
2. After that, the user needs to select the name of the Sub-District from the drop down list given
under the field Sub-District Name.
3. After selecting the name of the Sub-District, the user needs to select the name of the Gram
Panchayat from the drop down list given under the field Gram Panchayat Name.
4. As the user will select the name of the Gram Panchayat, the list of villages will appear on the
screen as shown in the figure 47.

Figure 47
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5. To modify the record of a village, the user needs to click on the link Modify to open the details
of the selected Village in a separate screen as shown in the figure 48.

Figure 48

6. The user can modify the values given under the fields Village Code, Village Name, Village Short
Name (if required). The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified By and the Date on which record has been created/modified will be
displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
7. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can return to the previous screen by clicking the button ‘Back’)
Habitation
1. To manage Habitation, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Habitation.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Habitation”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will appear
along side with the “Habitation” as shown in the figure 49.
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Figure 49

Habitation (Add)
1. To add the record, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the user will click on ‘Add’,
the form “Maintain Habitation Master” will open as shown in the figure 50.
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Figure 50

2. The name of the State will appear by default hence the user does not need to select it.
3. The user needs to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. After selecting the District, the user needs to select the Sub-district from the drop down list
given under the field Sub-District Name.
5. After that, the user needs to select the Gram-Panchayat from the drop down list given under the
field Gram-Panchayat Name.
6. After that, the user needs to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field
Village.
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Figure 51

7. As the user will select the Village from the drop down list, the Habitation Code of that Village
will get displayed in the text box provided under the field Habitation Code. (Mandatory)
8. The user needs to enter the Habitation Name in the text box provided for the field Habitation
Name. (Mandatory)
9. The user needs to enter the Habitation Short Name in the text box provided for the field
Habitation Short Name.
10. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified By and
the Date on which record has been created/modified will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified Date.
11. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Habitation (Modify)
To modify the record of a Village, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 49.
As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Modify
Village Master” will open as shown in the figure 52.
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Figure 52

1. To modify the record in Village, the user needs to select the District from the drop down list
given under the field District.
2. After that, the user needs to select the name of the Sub-District from the drop down list given
under the field Sub-District Name.
3. After selecting the name of the Sub-District, the user needs to select the name of the Gram
Panchayat from the drop down list given under the field Gram Panchayat Name.
4. After that, the user needs to select the name of the Village from the drop down list given under
the field Village.
5. As the user will select the name of the Village, the list of Habitation will appear on the screen as
shown in the figure 53.

Figure 53
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6. To modify the record of a Habitation, the user needs to click on the link Modify to open the
details of the selected Habitation in a separate screen as shown in the figure 54.

Figure 54

7. The user can modify the values given under the fields Habitation Name, Habitation Short Name
(if required). The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified By and the Date on which record has been created/modified will be
displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
8. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can return to the previous screen by clicking the button ‘Back’)
Scheme
1. To manage Scheme, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Scheme.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Scheme”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will appear
along side with the “Scheme” as shown in the figure 55.
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Figure 55

Scheme (Add)
1. To add the record in Scheme, the user needs to move the cursor on ‘Add’. As the User will click
on ‘Add’, the form “Maintain Scheme Master” will open as shown in the figure 56.

Figure 56
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2. The user needs to enter the Scheme code in the text box provided for the field Scheme Code.
(Mandatory)
3. After that, the user needs to enter the Scheme Name in the text box provided for the field
Scheme Name. (Mandatory)
4. After that, the user needs to enter the Scheme Short Name in the text box provided for the field
Scheme Short Name. (Mandatory)
5. After that, the user needs to enter the description of the Scheme in the text area provided for
the field Scheme Description.
6. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Scheme (Modify)
The user can modify a Scheme. To modify the record of a Village, the user needs to move the cursor on
the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 55. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and
click over it, the form named as “Maintain Scheme Master” will open as shown in the figure 57.

Figure 57

1. To modify the record of a Scheme, the user needs to first open the record of that Scheme.
2. To open the record of a Scheme, the user needs to click on the link Modify given in front of the
Scheme name in a row in the table which holds the record of the Scheme.
3. As the user will click on the link Modify, the details of the Scheme will open in the following
screen as shown below:
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Figure 58

4. The user can make the changes in the values existing in the text box of the form fields Scheme
Name, Scheme Short Name, Scheme Description. (Note: The Scheme code can’t be changed)
5. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can return to the previous screen by clicking the button ‘Back’)
Bank Branch Master
The master entries of the details of Bank Branches can be maintained by User.
1. To maintain Bank Branch Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Bank Branch Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Bank Branch Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’
will appear along side with the “Bank Branch Master” as shown in the figure 59.
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Figure 59

Bank Branch Master (Add)
The user can add details of a Bank Branch in Bank Branch Master. To add details of a Bank Branch in
Bank Branch Master, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Bank Branch Master>Add. As the user will move the cursor Add,
the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 60.
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Figure 60

2. The user needs to select the type of the Bank from the drop down list given under the field Bank
Type. (Mandatory)
3. After that, the user needs to select the name of the Bank from the drop down list given under
the field Bank Name. (Mandatory)
4. The name of the State to which the User represents will appear under the field State. (By
default)
5. The user can select the name of the District from the drop down list given under the field
District.
6. The user needs to enter the IFSC code of the Bank Branch in the text box given under the field
IFSC Code. (Mandatory)
7. The user needs to enter the Name of the Bank Branch in the text box given under the field
Name of Branch. (Mandatory)
8. The user needs to enter the Address of the Bank Branch in the text box given under the field
Branch Address. (Mandatory)
9. The user can enter the E-mail address of the Bank Branch in the text box given under the field Email.
12. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
10. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
11. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
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Bank Branch Master (Modify)
The user can modify details of a Bank Branch in the Bank Branch Master. To modify the record of a Bank
Branch, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 59. As the user
will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Maintain Branch
Master” will open as shown in the figure 61.

Figure 61

1. The name of the State to which the User represents will appear under the field State. (By
default)
2. The user can select the name of the District from the drop down list given under the field
District.
3. The user needs to select the type of the Bank from the drop down list given under the field Bank
Type. (Mandatory)
4. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’ or clear the
selection of values of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Cancel’. If the user chooses to
submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’, then the following screen
will appear as shown in the figure 62.
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Figure 62

5. The user can download the list of the selected type of Bank Branches in Excel sheet by clicking
either the link Download Excel or the button ‘Download Excel’. If the user will click on the link
Download Excel, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 63. The user needs to
click on the button ‘OK’ to download the excel sheet.
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Figure 63

6. A downloaded excel sheet is shown in the figure 64.
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Figure 64

7. The user can Modify/View the details of a particular Bank Branch stored in the record.
i.
To Modify details of a particular Bank Branch, the User needs to perform the
following steps:
a. Move the cursor on the link Modify provided in front of the name of the Bank
Branch in a row in the table and click on it. The screen which contains the details
of the selected Bank Branch will get displayed in the screen as shown in the
figure 65.
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Figure 65

b. The user can modify the values of the form fields District Name, Bank Branch
Code, IFSC Code, Branch Name, Bank Name, Branch Address, E-mail. After
making desired changes in the form fields, click on the button ‘Submit’ to
submit the modified details of the form fields. (Note: If the user doesn’t want to
modify the details, then he/she can click on the button ‘Back’ to return to the
previous screen)
ii.
To View details of a particular Bank Branch, the user needs to perform
the following step:
a. Move the cursor on the link View provided in front of the name of the Bank
Branch in a row in the table and click on it. The screen which contains the details
of the selected Bank Branch will get displayed in the screen as shown in the
figure 66.
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Figure 66

8. If the list of Bank Branches is very long, the user can search the desired Bank Branch by entering
the IFSC code in the text box provided under the field Search By IFSC Code as shown in the
figure 63.
9. After entering the IFSC Code of the Bank Branch in the text box, click on the Search icon
open the record of only that Bank Branch. The screen is shown in the figure 67.

to

Figure 67

Branch Post Office
The master entries of the details of Branch Post Office can be maintained by user.
1. To maintain Branch Post Office, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
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2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Branch Post Office.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Branch Post Office”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Branch Post Office” as shown in the figure 68.

Figure 68

Branch Post Office (Add)
The user can add details of a Post Office in Branch Post Office. To add details of a Post Office in Branch
Post Office, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Branch Post Office>Add. As the user will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 69.
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Figure 69

2. The name of the State to which the User represents will appear under the field State. (By
default)
3. The user can select the name of the District from the drop down list given under the field
District.
4. The user can select the type of the Area from the drop down list given under the field Area.
5. Based on the selection of the Area, the user needs to select Sub District/Municipal Area from
the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area, i.e. if the user selects Area
as Rural then he/she has to select the Sub District but if the user selects Area as Urban then
he/she has to select the Municipal Area.
6. Based on the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area, the user needs to select Gram
Panchayat/Ward, i.e. if the user selects Area as Rural then he/she has to select the Sub District
and then Gram Panchayat but if the user selects Area as Urban then he/she has to select the
Municipal Area and then Ward.
7. The user needs to enter the Name of the Post Office in the text box given for the field Post
Office Name. (Mandatory)
8. The user needs to enter the Short Name of the Post Office in the text box given for the field Post
Office Short Name. (Mandatory)
9. The user can enter the MICR Code in the text box given for the field MICR Code.
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10. The user needs to enter the Post IFSC Code in the text box given for the field Post IFSC Code.
(Mandatory)
11. The user needs to enter the EMO Code in the text box given for the field EMO Code.
(Mandatory)
12. The user can enter the Sole Id in the text box given for the field Sole Id.
13. The user needs to enter the Postal index number (Pin Code) in the text box given for the field
PIN Code.
14. The user needs to enter the Address of the Post Office in the text box given under the field Post
Office Address. (Mandatory)
15. The user can enter the Local Mail Id in the text box given for the field Local Mail Id.
16. The user can enter the District P.O. Mail Id in the text box given for the field District P.O. Mail
Id.
17. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
18. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
19. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Branch Post Office (Modify)
The user can modify details of a Post Office Branch in the Branch Post Office. To modify the record of a
Post Office, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 68. As the
User will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Modify Post
Office” will open as shown in the figure 70.

Figure 70

1. The name of the State to which the user represents will by default appear under the field State.
(Mandatory)
2. The user can select the name of the District from the drop down list given under the field
District.
3. The user can select the type of the Area from the drop down list given under the field Area.
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4. Based on the selection of the Area, the user needs to select Sub District/Municipal Area from
the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area, i.e. if the user selects Area
as Rural then he/she has to select the Sub District but if the user selects Area as Urban then
he/she has to select the Municipal Area.
5. Based on the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area, the user needs to select Gram
Panchayat/Ward, i.e. if the user selects Area as Rural then he/she has to select the Sub District
and then Gram Panchayat but if the user selects Area as Urban then he/she has to select the
Municipal Area and then Ward.
6. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’ or clear the
selection of values of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Cancel’.
a. If the user has chosen the Area as Rural>Sub-District>Gram Panchayat and chooses to
submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’, then the following
screen will appear as shown in the figure 71.

Figure 71

i.
ii.

The screen shown in the figure 71 contains the list of the Post Offices in the selected
Rural Area.
The user can modify the details of a Post Office by clicking on the link Modify given in
front of the name of the Post Office in a row in the table. After clicking the link Modify,
following screen will appear as shown in the figure 72.
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Figure 72

iii.
iv.

The user can modify the details of a Post Office by changing the values of the form fields
Post Office Name, Post Office Short Name, PIN Code, Post Office Address.
The user can use the link Change Area to change the area of the Post Office. After
clicking on the link Change Area, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure
73.
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Figure 73

v.

The user can change the area of the Post Office by changing the values of the form fields
District, Area, Sub-District/Municipal Area, Gram-Panchayat/Ward.

After making the required changes, the user needs to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the
form and save the modified details in the record.
b. The user can view the details of a Post Office of Rural area by clicking on the link View given
in front of the name of the Post Office in a row in the table shown in figure 71. The figure 74
shows the screen which contains the details of a Post Office in Rural area.
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Figure 74

c. If the user has chosen the Area as Urban>Municipal-Area>Ward and chooses to submit the
details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’, then the following screen will
appear as shown in the figure 75.

Figure 75

i.
ii.

The screen shown in the figure 75 contains the list of the Post Offices in the selected
Urban Area.
The user can modify the details of a Post Office by clicking on the link Modify given in
front of the name of the Post Office in a row in the table. After clicking the link Modify,
following screen will appear as shown in the figure 76.
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Figure 76

vi.
vii.

The user can modify the details of a Post Office by changing the values of the form fields
Post Office Name, Post Office Short Name, PIN Code, Post Office Address.
The user can use the link Change Area to change the area of the Post Office. After
clicking on the link Change Area, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure
77.
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Figure 77

viii.

The user can change the area of the Post Office by changing the values of the form fields
District, Area, Sub-District/Municipal Area, Gram-Panchayat/Ward.

After making the required changes, the user needs to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the
form and save the modified details in the record.
d. The user can view the details of a Post Office of Urban area by clicking on the link View given
in front of the name of the Post Office in a row in the table shown in figure 75. The figure 78
shows the screen which contains the details of a Post Office in Urban area.

Figure 78
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Pension Amount
The Master entries of the details of Pension Amount can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Pension amount, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Pension Amount.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Pension Amount”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Pension Amount” as shown in the figure 79.

Figure 79

Pension Amount (Add)
The user can add details of Pension Amount in Pension Amount. To add details of Pension Amount in
Pension Amount, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Pension Amount>Add. As the user will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 80.
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Figure 80

2. The user needs to select the State from the drop down list given under the field State. (Only
that State will be available in the list to which the User belongs)
3. The user needs to select the name of the Pension Scheme from the drop down list given under
the field Pension Scheme Name.
4. After selecting the values for the form fields State and Pension Scheme Name, the user needs
to click on the button ‘Submit’. After submission, following screen will appear as shown in the
figure 81.

Figure 81

5. The user needs to enter the Central contribution in the text box provided under the field Central
Contribution.
6. The user needs to select the value from the drop down list given under the field Central Age
Range (in yrs).
7. The user needs to enter the contribution of the State in the text box provided under the field
State Contribution.
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8. The user needs to select the value from the drop down list given under the field State Age
Range (in yrs).
9. From Year - The user needs to select the time period of the Pension Amount. The user needs to
select the year from the drop down list given under the field From Year.
10. To Year - The user needs to select the time period of the Pension Amount. The user needs to
select the year from the drop down list given under the field To Year.
11. From Month – The user needs to select the time period of the Pension Amount. The user needs
to select the month from the drop down list given under the field From Month.
12. To Month - The user needs to select the time period of the Pension Amount. The user needs to
select the month from the drop down list given under the field To Month.
13. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
12. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
13. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’ or click the button
‘Back’ to the previous screen)
Pension Amount (Modify)
The user can modify details of amount of Pension in the Pension Amount. To modify the record of
Pension amount, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 79. As
the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Maintain
Pension Amount Master” will open as shown in the figure 82.

Figure 82

1. The user needs to select the State from the drop down list given under the field State. (Only
that State will be available in the list to which the User belongs)
2. The user needs to select the name of the Pension Scheme from the drop down list given under
the field Pension Scheme Name.
3. After selecting the values for the form fields State and Pension Scheme Name, the user needs
to click on the button ‘Submit’. Following screen will appear as shown in the figure 83.
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Figure 83

4. To open the details of Pension amount, the user needs to click on the link Modify as shown in
the figure 83.
5. After clicking on the link Modify, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 84.

Figure 84

6. The user can modify the Pension amount by changing the values of the fields Central
Contribution, Central Age Range (in yrs), State Contribution, State Age Range (in yrs), From
Year, To Year, From Month, To Month.
7. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
8. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
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9. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Update’. The details
of the form fields will be updated in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’ or click the button
‘Back’ to the previous screen).
Plan Master
The Master entries of the details of Plan Master can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Plan Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Plan Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Plan Master”, the options for ‘Add’ will appear along side
with the “Plan Master” as shown in the figure 85.

Figure 85

Plan Master (Add)
The user can add details of Plan in Plan Master. To add details of Plan in Plan Master, the user needs to
perform following steps:
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1. Move the cursor on the option Plan Master >Add. As the user will move the cursor on “Add”, the
following screen will appear as shown in the figure 86.

Figure 86

2. The user needs to enter the Plan code in the text box given under the field Plan Code. ()
3. The user needs to enter the Plan Name in the text box given under the field Plan Name. ()
4. The user can click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form. As the user will submit the
form, the details entered in the form fields will be saved in the record. (Note: The user can click
on the button ‘Cancel’ to clear the entries made in the form fields without submission of the
form)
Criteria Master
The Master entries of the details of Criteria can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Criteria Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Criteria Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Criteria Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Criteria Master” as shown in the figure 87.
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Figure 87

Criteria Master (Add)
The user can add details of Criteria in Criteria Master. To add details of Criteria in Criteria Master, the
user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Criteria Master >Add. As the user will move the cursor on “Add”,
the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 88.
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Figure 88

2. The user needs to select the Scheme from the drop down list given under the field Scheme
Name. (Only those Scheme will be in the list which are running in the State of the user)
3. The user needs to select the Condition from the drop down list given under the field Condition.
4. After selecting the Condition, the user needs to select the value from the drop down list for the
form field Operator I.
5. After that, the user needs to enter the value in the text box given for the form field Value I.
6. After selecting Value I, the user needs to select the logical operator from the drop down list
given for the form field Logical Operator.
7. After selecting the Logical Operator, the user needs to select the value from the drop down list
for the form field Operator 2.
8. After that, the user needs to enter the value in the text box given for the form field Value 2.
9. If the user has chosen ‘AGE’ as Condition, then it is required to select value from the drop down
list given for the field Scheme is applicable to. (Note: The Form field Scheme is applicable to
will remain disabled if the user has chosen ‘ANNUAL INCOME’ as Condition)
10. If the user has chosen ‘AGE’ as Condition, then it is required to select value from the drop down
list given for the field BPL. (Note: The Form field BPL will remain disabled if the user has chosen
‘ANNUAL INCOME’ as Condition)
11. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
12. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
13. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Criteria Master (Modify)
The user can modify details of Criteria in the Criteria Master. To modify the Criteria, the user needs to
move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 87. As the user will move the cursor on the
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option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Maintain Criteria Master” will open as shown in
the figure 89.

Figure 89

1. The user can Modify/View the details of Criteria stored in the record.
a. To Modify details of a particular Criteria, the user needs to perform the following
steps:
i. Move the cursor on the link Modify provided in front of the Scheme Name,
Condition, Created BY, Date, Scheme is applicable to, BPL in a row in the table
and click on it. The screen which contains the details of the selected Criteria will
get displayed in the screen as shown in the figure 90.

Figure 90

ii. The user can make changes to the values of the form fields Condition, Operator
I, Value I, Logical Operator, Operator 2, Value 2, Scheme is applicable to, BPL.
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iii. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field
Created/Modified BY. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed
under the field Created/Modified Date. The user can submit the details of the
form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details of the form fields will
be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user can
return to pervious screen by clicking the button ‘Back’)
b. To View details of a particular Criteria, the user needs to perform the following
steps:
i. Move the cursor on the link View provided in front of the Scheme Name, Condition,
Created BY, Date, Scheme is applicable to, BPL in a row in the table and click on it.
The screen which contains the details of the selected Criteria will get displayed in
the screen as shown in the figure 91. The user can view the details of the Scheme
along with the details of the creator/modifier of the scheme. (Note: The user can
click on the button ‘Back’ to return to previous screen)

Figure 91

Head Post Office
The Master entries of the details of Head Post Office can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Head Post Office Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Head Post Office.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Head Post Office”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Head Post Office” as shown in the figure 92.
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Figure 92

Head Post Office (Add)
The user can add details of Head Post Office in Head Post Office Master. To add details of Head Post
Office in Head Post Office Master, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Head Post Office>Add. As the user will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 93.
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Figure 93

2. The State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. After that, the user needs to enter the name of the Head Post Office in the text box given for the
form field Head Post Office Name.
5. The user needs to enter the short name of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Post Office Short Name.
6. After that, the user needs to enter the MICR Code in the text box given for the form field MICR
Code.
7. The user needs to enter the Mail Id in the text box given for the form field Mail Id.
8. The user needs to enter the address of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Post Office Address.
9. After that, the user needs to enter the PIN Code in the text box given for the form field PIN
Code.
10. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
11. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
12. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Head Post Office (Modify)
1. The user can modify details of Head Post Office in the Head Post Office Master. To modify the
details of Head Post Office, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in
the figure 92. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form
named as “Head Post Office Master” will open as shown in the figure 94.
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Figure 94

2. The State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. After that, the user can click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the existing list of Head Post Office.
(Note: The user can use the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
5. As the user will click on the button ‘Submit’ after selection of the District, following screen will
appear:

Figure 95

6. The user can access the details of a listed Post Office by clicking on the link Modify. As the user
will click on the link Modify, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 96.
7. The user can make the desired changes in the values of the form fields and click on the button
‘Submit’ for submission of the modified values of the form fields and save it in the record. (Note:
The user can click on the button ‘Back’ to return to the previous screen)
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Figure 96

8. The user can change the area of the post office by using the link Change Area given in front of
the field State Name. As the user will click on the link Change Area, following screen will appear
as shown in the figure 97.

Figure 97

9. The user can change the area and then click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the modified
details and save it in the record. (Note: The user can click on the button ‘Back’ to return to the
previous screen)
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Cash Master
The Master entries of the details of Cash can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Cash Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Cash Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Cash Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Cash Master” as shown in the figure 98.

Figure 98

Cash Master (Add)
The user can add details of Cash in Cash Master. To add details of Cash in Cash Master, the user needs
to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Cash Master>Add. As the user will move the cursor on “Add”, the
following screen will appear as shown in the figure 99.
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Figure 99

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The user needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The user needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. After that, the user needs to enter the Cash Authority in the text box given for the form field
Enter Cash Authority.
8. The user needs to enter the District Head Office Email Id in the text box given for the form field
District H.O. Email Id.
9. The user needs to enter the Local Cash Authority Email Id in the text box given for the form field
Local Cash Auth. Email Id.
10. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
11. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
12. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Cash Master (Modify)
1. The user can modify details of Cash in the Cash Master. To modify the Cash, the user needs to
move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 98. As the user will move the cursor
on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Maintain Cash Master” will open as
shown in the figure 100.
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Figure 100

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The user needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The user needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. After selecting values for all form fields shown in the figure 100, the user can click on the button
‘Submit’ for submission of the form. (Note: The button ‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the
values of the form fields without submission of the form)
8. As the user will click on the button ‘Submit’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure
101.

Figure 101
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Sub Post Office
The Master entries of the details of Sub Post Office can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Sub Post Office Master, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Sub Post Office.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Sub Post Office”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Sub Post Office” as shown in the figure 102.

Figure 102

Sub Post Office (Add)
The user can add details of Sub Post Office in Sub Post Office Master. To add details of Sub Post Office in
Sub Post Office Master, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Sub Post Office>Add. As the user will move the cursor on “Add”,
the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 103.
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Figure 103

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The user needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The user needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. After that, the user needs to select the name of the Head Post Office from the drop down list
given for the form field Head Post Office Name.
8. The user needs to enter the name of the Sub Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Sub Post Office Name.
9. The user needs to enter the short name of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Post Office Short Name.
10. After that, the user needs to enter the MICR Code in the text box given for the form field MICR
Code.
11. The user needs to enter the Mail Id in the text box given for the form field Mail Id.
12. The user needs to enter the address of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Post Office Address.
13. After that, the user needs to enter the PIN Code in the text box given for the form field PIN
Code.
14. The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
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15. The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
16. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The User
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
Sub Post Office (Modify)
1. The user can modify details of Sub Post Office in the Sub Post Office Master. To modify the
details of Sub Post Office, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in
the figure 102. As the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form
named as “Modify Sub Post Office” will open as shown in the figure 104.

Figure 104

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The user needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The user needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. After that, the user can click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the existing list of Sub Post Offices.
(Note: The user can use the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
8. As the user will click on the button ‘Submit’ after selection of the values of all form fields,
following screen will appear:
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Figure 105

Post Office Linking
The Master entries of the Post Office Linking can be managed by User.
1. To manage Post Office Linking, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Post Office Linking.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Post Office Linking”, the options for ‘Add’ will appear along
side with the “Post Office Linking” as shown in the figure 106.

Figure 106
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Post Office Linking (Add)
The user can add details of Post Office Linking in Post Office Linking. To add details of Post Office
Linking, the User needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Post Office Linking>Add. As the user will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 107.

Figure 107

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
3. The user needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The user needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The user needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. The user needs to enter the name of the Sub Post Office in the text box given for the field Sub
Post Office Name.
8. After selecting/entering values for all form fields, the user needs to click the button ‘Individual
Post Office Linking’ to link the Post Office. (Note: The ‘Cancel’ button can be used to clear the
values of the form fields without submitting the form)
Authority Detail Master
The Master entries of the details of Authority can be managed by User.
1. To maintain Authority Detail Master, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Masters> Authority Detail Master.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Authority Detail Master”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’
will appear along side with the “Authority Detail Master” as shown in the figure 108.
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Figure 108

Authority Detail Master (Add)
The user can add details of Authority in Authority Detail Master. To add details of Authority in Authority
Detail Master, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Authority Detail Master >Add. As the user will move the cursor
on “Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 109.
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Figure 109

2. The user needs to select the Scheme from the drop down list given under the field Scheme.
3. After selecting the Scheme, The user needs to select the Authority from the drop down list given
under the field Authority.
4. The user needs to enter the description of Department in the text box given for the field
Department under the column field Area(Rural) and Area(Urban).
5. The user needs to enter the description of Authority in the text box given for the field Authority
Desc. under the column field Area(Rural) and Area(Urban).
6. The user can click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form. As the user will submit the
form, the details entered in the form fields will be saved in the record. (Note: The user can click
on the button ‘Cancel’ to clear the entries made in the form fields without submission of the
form)
Authority Detail Master (Modify)
1. The user can modify details of Authority in the Authority Detail Master. To modify the details of
Authority, the user needs to move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 108. As
the user will move the cursor on the option ‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as
“Modify Authority Detail” will open as shown in the figure 110.
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Figure 110

2. To modify the details of Authority of a Scheme, the user needs to click on the link Modify given
in front of the name of the Scheme in a row in the table shown in figure 110.
3. After clicking the link Modify, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 111.
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Figure 111

4. The user can change the Scheme by selecting the Scheme given in the drop down list under the
field Scheme.
5. The user can change the Area by selecting the Area given in the drop down list under the field
Area.
6. The user can change the Authority by selecting the Authority given in the drop down list under
the field Authority.
7. The user can change the Location by selecting the Location given in the drop down list under the
field Location.
8. The user can enter the name of the Department in the text box given under the field
Department.
9. The user can change the description of the Authority in the text box given under the field
Authority Desc.
10. The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)
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Identification of Pensioners on NSAP Application

The pension is disbursed after the identification of the pensioners by the authorized users on NSAP. The
tab Identification contains the option Existing Pensioners, New Applications as shown in the figure 112.
The user can add/modify the details of Existing Pensioners and New Applicants as the case may be.

Figure 112
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Existing Pensioners
The user can enter the details of the existing pensioners of NSAP. There is an option ‘Existing Pensioners’
under the Tab Identification which can be used for the identification of the existing pensioners of NSAP.
1. To identify Existing Pensioners, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Identification> Existing Pensioners.
3. As the user will move the cursor on “Existing Pensioners”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “Existing Pensioners” as shown in the figure 113.

Figure 113

Existing Pensioners (Add)
The user can add details of Existing Pensioners under the option Existing Pensioners. To add details of
Existing Pensioners, the user needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option Existing Pensioners>Add. As the user will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 114.
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Figure 114
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
The user has to select Gram Panchayat/Ward from drop down list given under the field Gram
Panchayat/Ward according to selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area (Rural/Urban).
If the Area has been selected as ‘Rural’ then the user has to select the Village from the drop
down list given under the field Village.
If the Area has been selected as ‘Rural’ then the user has to select the Habitation from the drop
down list given under the field Habitation.
After that, the user needs to select the name of the Head Post Office from the drop down list
given for the form field Head Post Office Name.
The user has to enter the name of the Sub Post Office in the text box given for the form field Sub
Post Office Name.
The user has to enter the short name of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field
Post Office Short Name.
After that, the user has to enter MICR Code in the text box given for the form field MICR Code.
The user has to enter the Mail Id in the text box given for the form field Mail Id.
The user has to enter the address of the Post Office in the text box given for the form field Post
Office Address.
After that, the user has to enter the PIN Code in the text box given for the form field PIN Code.
The details of the creator/modifier will be displayed under the field Created/Modified BY.
The date of the creation/modification will be displayed under the field Created/Modified Date.
The user can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The user
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Cancel’)

Existing Pensioners (Modify)
1. The User can modify details of existing pensioners saved under the tab Existing Pensioners in
NSAP application. To modify the details of existing pensioners, the User has to move the cursor
on the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 113. As the User will move the cursor on the option
‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Modify/view Legacy Applications” will open as
shown in the figure 115.
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Figure 115

2. To get the list of existing pensioners, the User can use any one option from the two options
(Based on Location and Based on search) provided on the form “Modify/view Legacy
Applications”.
A. Based on Location –
The User can get the list of existing pensioners by selecting the values for the fields State,
District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village,
Habitation in the following manner:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The User needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
iii. The User needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
iv. The User needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
v. The User needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The User needs to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village
according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram
Panchayat/Ward.
vii. The User needs to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram
Panchayat/Ward and Village.
viii. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation, the User can click on the button ‘Search’ to get
the list of existing pensioners of the selected location as shown in the figure 116. (Note: The
button ‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields)
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Figure 116
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ix. The list has details of the existing pensioners under the columns Sanction Order No., Beneficiary
Number, Applicant Name, Name as per Aadhaar, Husband/Father Name, Age/Sex, Aadhaar,
Mode, A/C No., IFSC Code, Application Status of the table shown in the figure 116.
B. Based on search –
By selecting any one option from the list of options given as radio buttons Sanction Order No.,
Applicant Name, Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and entering the characters related
to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter the Search Value. An example of
such type of search is shown in figure 117.

Figure 117

i.

If the User selects option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons Sanction
Order No., Applicant Name, Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and after that enters
the characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search
Value. After that, the User is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of existing
pensioners from the record as shown in the figure 117.
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3. To modify the details of a particular pensioner listed in the record table, the User has to click on
the link Modify given in front of the Applicant Name in a row. After clicking the link Modify,
following screen will appear as shown in the figure 118.

Figure 118
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The User can modify the values of those form fields for which modification is allowed. After making the
desired changes in the values of form fields, the User can click on the button ‘Submit’ for submission of
the form with modified values of form fields. (Note: The button ‘Cancel’ can be used to clear the values
of the form fields)
New Application
The User can identify the new applications of the pensioners of NSAP. There is an option ‘New
Application’ under the Tab Identification which can be used for the identification of the new
applications of pensioners of NSAP.
1. To identify new applications of Pensioners, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Identification> New Application.
3. As the User will move the cursor on “New Application”, the options for ‘Add’ and ‘Modify’ will
appear along side with the “New Application” as shown in the figure 119.

Figure 119

New Application (Add)
The User can add details of new applications of Pensioners under the option New Application. To add
details of new application, the User needs to perform following steps:
1. Move the cursor on the option New Application>Add. As the User will move the cursor on
“Add”, the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 120.
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Figure 120

2. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
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3. The User needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
4. The User needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
5. The User needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The User needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Area
(Rural/Urban).
7. If the Area has been selected as ‘Rural’ then User needs to select the Village from the drop
down list given under the field Village.
8. If the Area has been selected as ‘Rural’ then User needs to select the Habitation from the drop
down list given under the field Habitation.
9. The User has to enter the first part of his/her name in the text box given for the field First
Name. (Mandatory)
10. The User has to enter the middle part of his/her name in the text box given for the field Middle
Name.
11. The User has to enter the last part of his/her name in the text box given for the field Last Name.
12. The User has to enter the name of Husband/Father Name in the text box given for the field
Husband/Father Name. (Mandatory)
13. The User has to enter the name of nominee in the text box given for the field Nominee Name.
14. The User has to enter the house number in the text box given for the field House No. under the
section Address.
15. The User has to enter the street in the text box given for the field Street under the section
Address.
16. The User has to enter the Locality in the text box given for the field Locality under the section
Address.
17. The User has to enter the Pin code in the text box given for the field Pincode under the section
Address.
18. The User has to enter the Mobile Number in the text box given for the field Mobile Number
under the section Address.
19. The User has to enter the Year in the text box given for the field Year under the section BPL
Detail.
20. The User has to enter the Location in the text box given for the field Location under the section
BPL Detail.
21. The User has to enter the Family Id number in the text box given for the field Family Id No under
the section BPL Detail.
22. The User has to enter the Member Id number in the text box given for the field Member Id
under the section BPL Detail.
23. The User has to select a value from the drop down list given under the field UID Generation
under the section BPL Detail.
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24. The User has to mark the check box given against the Statement “Beneficiaries given his/her
consent to implementing depart , GOI and Dept.of Rural Development , GOI for using Aadhaar
No. to establish and authenticate his/her identity under NSAP Scheme” to give his/her consent
about the use of his/he Aadhaar details under the section Aadhaar Details.
25. The User has to specify the date on which the consent has been given by using the Calendar
control given under the field Consent Date under the section Aadhaar Details.
26. The User has to enter Name as per Aadhaar in the text box given form the field Name as per
Aadhaar under the section Aadhaar Details.
27. The User has to enter Aadhaar number in the text box given form the field Aadhaar under the
section Aadhaar Details.
28. The User has to enter the EID number in the text box given for the field EID NO.
29. The User has to enter the TIN number in the text box given for the field TIN NO.
30. The User has to specify the Gender by selecting one value from the drop down list given for the
field Gender.
31. The User has to enter the age in the text box given for the field Age. (Mandatory)
32. The User has to select the date of birth through calendar control provided for the field Date of
Birth. (Mandatory)
33. The User has to specify the Category by selecting one value from the drop down list given for
the field Category.
34. The User has to enter the annual income in the text box given for the field Annual Income.
35. If the pensioner is Widow then the User has to select ‘Yes’ from the drop down given for the
field Widow otherwise the User has to select ‘No’.
36. If the pensioner has any disability then the User has to select ‘Yes’ from the drop down given for
the field Disability otherwise the User has to select ‘No’.
37. If the pensioner has any disability then the User has to enter the percentage of disability of the
pensioner in the text box given for the field Percentage of Disability.
38. The User has to specify the name of the plan by selecting one value from the drop down list
given for the field Plan Name. (Mandatory)
39. If the pensioner has any disability then the User has to specify the disability type 1 by selecting
one value from the drop down list given for the field Disability Type 1.
40. If the pensioner has any disability then the User has to specify the disability type 2 by selecting
one value from the drop down list given for the field Disability Type 2.
41. If the pensioner has any disability then the User has to specify the disability type 3 by selecting
one value from the drop down list given for the field Disability Type 3.
42. The User has to enter the EPIC number in the text box given for the field EPIC No.
43. The User has to enter the Ration Card number in the text box given for the field Ration Card No.
44. The User can select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the drop down given for the field Minority Status to
specify whether the pensioner belongs to minority or not.
45. The User has to enter the Beneficiary number in the text box given for the field Beneficiary
Number.
46. The name of the Scheme will be displayed under the field Scheme.
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47. The date of application will be displayed under the field Application Date.
48. The User has to select a value from the drop down list given for the field Disbursement to
specify the mode by which the pension will be disbursed to pensioner. (Disbursement Details)
49. The User has to enter the PDA Code in the text box given for the field PDA Code. (Disbursement
Details) [Mandatory]
50. The User has to enter the Bank/Post Office Account number in the text box given for the field
Bank/PO Account No. (Disbursement Details)
51. The User has to specify the date of issue of Age Certificate by using the calendar control
provided in front of the field Age Certificate under the Column field Date of Issue. Also, the User
has to enter the name of the authority which issued the Age Certificate under the Column field
Issuing Authority. (Certificate Details) [Optional]
52. The User has to specify the date of issue of Income Certificate by using the calendar control
provided in front of the field Income Certificate under the Column field Date of Issue. Also, the
User has to enter the name of the authority which issued the Income Certificate under the
Column field Issuing Authority. (Certificate Details) [Optional]
53. The User has to specify the date of issue of Residence Certificate by using the calendar control
provided in front of the field Residence Certificate under the Column field Date of Issue. Also,
the User has to enter the name of the authority which issued the Residence Certificate under
the Column field Issuing Authority. (Certificate Details) [Optional]
54. The User has to specify the date of issue of Disability Certificate by using the calendar control
provided in front of the field Disability Certificate under the Column field Date of Issue. Also,
the User has to enter the name of the authority which issued the Disability Certificate under the
Column field Issuing Authority. (Certificate Details) [Optional]
55. The User has to specify the date of issue of Husband’s Death Certificate by using the calendar
control provided in front of the field Husband’s Death Certificate under the Column field Date
of Issue. Also, the User has to enter the name of the authority which issued the Husband’s
Death Certificate under the Column field Issuing Authority. (Certificate Details) [Optional]
56. The User has to upload photo by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the field Upload
Photo. To upload photo, the User is required to click on the button ‘Browse..’ and search the
location of the photo which has to be uploaded. (Optional)
57. The User has to upload Age Certificate by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the field
Upload Age Certificate. To upload Age Certificate, the User is required to click on the button
‘Browse..’ and search the location of the Age Certificate which has to be uploaded. (Optional)
58. The User has to upload Income Certificate by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the
field Upload Income Certificate. To upload Income Certificate, the User is required to click on
the button ‘Browse..’ and search the location of the Income Certificate which has to be
uploaded. (Optional)
59. The User has to upload Residence Certificate by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the
field Upload Residence Certificate. To upload photo, the User is required to click on the button
‘Browse..’ and search the location of the Residence Certificate which has to be uploaded.
(Optional)
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60. The User has to upload Disability Certificate by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the
field Upload Disability Certificate. To upload photo, the User is required to click on the button
‘Browse..’ and search the location of the Disability Certificate which has to be uploaded.
(Optional)
61. The User has to upload Death Certificate by using the button ‘Browse..’ given in front of the field
Upload Death Certificate. To upload photo, the User is required to click on the button ‘Browse..’
and search the location of the Death Certificate which has to be uploaded. (Optional)
62. The User can submit the details of the form fields by clicking on the button ‘Submit’. The details
of the form fields will be saved in the record after the submission of the form. (Note: The User
can clear the values entered in the form fields by clicking the button ‘Reset’ or the user can
abort the process by clicking the button ‘Cancel’ to return to the home page)
New Application (Modify)
1. The User can modify the details of new applications saved under the tab New Applications in
NSAP application. To modify the details of New Applications, the User has to move the cursor on
the option ‘Modify’ shown in the figure 119. As the User will move the cursor on the option
‘Modify’ and click over it, the form named as “Modify/view Legacy Applications” will open as
shown in the figure 121.

Figure 121

2. To get the list of New Applications, the User can use any one option from the two options
(Based on Location and Based on search) provided on the form “Modify/view Applications”.
A. Based on Location –
The User can get the list of New Applications by selecting the values for the fields State, District,
Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation in
the following manner:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
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ii. The User needs to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
iii. The User needs to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
iv. The User needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
v. The User needs to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The User needs to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village
according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram
Panchayat/Ward.
vii. The User needs to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram
Panchayat/Ward and Village.
viii. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation, the User can click on the button ‘Search’ to get
the list of existing pensioners of the selected location as shown in the figure 1. (Note: The
button ‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)
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Figure 122

ix. The list has details of the applications received for pension under the columns Application
Number, Beneficiary Number, Applicant Name, Name as per Aadhaar, Husband/Father Name,
Age/Sex, Aadhaar, Mode, A/C No., IFSC, Status of the application in a table shown in the figure
122.
B. Based on Search –
By selecting any one option from the list of options given as radio buttons Application Number,
Beneficiary Number, Applicant Name, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and entering the characters related
to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter the Search Value. An example of
such type of search is shown in figure 123.
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Figure 123

i.

If the User selects option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons Application
Number/Beneficiary Number/Applicant Name/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and after that enters the
characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value.
After that, the User is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of new applications
for pension from the record as shown in the figure 123.
3. To modify the details of a particular applicant of pension listed in the record table, the User has
to click on the link Modify given in front of the Application Number, Applicant Name in a row.
After clicking the link Modify, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 124.
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Figure 124
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The User can modify the values of those form fields for which modification is allowed. After making the
desired changes in the values of form fields, the User can click on the button ‘Submit’ for submission of
the form with modified values of form fields. (Note: The button ‘Cancel’ can be used to clear the values
of the form fields)

Verification of Pensioners on NSAP Application
NSAP allows authorized User to verify the details of Pensioners. The tab Verification contains the
options “Invalid/Incomplete records”, “Applications Pending for Verifier 1”, “PFMS-Payment Failed
Details”, “Pensioners detail updation”, “Aadhaar Consent Updation”, “Periodic Verification”, “Check
Duplicate Records”, “Download Aadhar”, “View Pensioners Registered/Unregistered with PFMS”, “PFMS
Rejected Record” as shown in the figure 125.

Figure 125

Invalid/Incomplete records
The User can verify invalid/incomplete records pensioners of NSAP. There is an option
‘Invalid/Incomplete records’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for the verification of the
invalid/incomplete records of pensioners of NSAP.
1. To verify records of pensioners to get invalid/incomplete records, the User should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Invalid/Incomplete
records.
3. As the User will move the cursor on “Invalid/Incomplete records” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 126.
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Figure 126

4. The State of the user will appear under the field State. (By Default)
5. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
6. The User has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
7. The User needs to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
8. After selecting values for all form fields, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’.
9. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, following screen with a table which contains information
under the column headings “Reason”, “DBT”, “NON-DBT” will appear as shown in the figure 127.

Figure 127
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10. The table which contains information under the column headings “Reason”, “DBT”, “NON-DBT”
has a hyperlink in row 1. On clicking the hyperlink, following screen will appear which shows the
option to generate the Excel Sheet.

Figure 128

11. The User is required to move the cursor on the button ‘OK’ and click on it to get the Excel Sheet
generated.
12. The Excel Sheet will be generated as shown in the figure 129.
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Figure 129

Applications Pending for Verifier 1
The User can access the applications that are pending for verification in NSAP application. There is an
option ‘Applications Pending for Verifier 1’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for the
verification of pending applications of pensioners of NSAP.
1. To get the records of pensioners whose applications are pending at Verifier 1, the User should
login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Applications Pending for
Verifier 1 and click on it.
3. As the User will move the cursor on “Applications Pending for Verifier 1” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure 130.
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Figure 130

A. Location based Search –

Figure 131

The User can get the list of Pending Applications by selecting values for the fields State, District, Area
(Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward shown in the figure 131:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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v. The user has to select Gram Panchayat/Ward from drop down list given under the field Gram
Panchayat/Ward according to selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub District/Municipal Area.
vi. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, the User can click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of pending
applications of pensioners of the selected location as shown in the figure 132. (Note: The button
‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)

Figure 132
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B. Character based Search
The User can get the list of pending applications by selecting any one option from the list of options
given as radio buttons Application Number, Applicant Name, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and entering the
characters related to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter the Search Value.
An example of such type of search is shown in figure 133.

Figure 133

i.

If the User selects option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons Application
Number/Applicant Name/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enters the characters related to that option
in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value. After that, the User is required to
click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of pending applications from the record as shown in
the figure 134.

Figure 134

The User can view the details of the pending application by clicking on the link given under the Column
field Application Number of the table “Final Level Verification” as shown in the figure 135.
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Figure 135

PFMS- Payment Failed Details
The User can access the details of PFMS transactions in which payment was failed in NSAP application.
There is an option ‘PFMS-Payment Failed Details’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for
accessing the PFMS transactions in which payment was failed in NSAP application.
1. To get the record of transactions in which payment was failed, the User should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
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2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> PFMS-Payment Failed
Details and click on it.
3. As the User will move the cursor on “PFMS-Payment Failed Details” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 136.

Figure 136

A. Based on Location -

Figure 137

The User can get the list of Pending Applications by selecting the values for the fields State, District
shown in the figure 1:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
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iii. The User is required to select the name of the scheme from the drop down list given under the
field Scheme Name.
iv. The User needs to specify the date up to which the pension is payable by using the calendar
control given under the field Pension Payable Up To.
v. After selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Scheme Name, Pension Payable Up
To, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form to get the list of failed
payment transactions in NSAP application. (Note: The User can click on the button ‘Cancel’ to
clear the values of the form fields)
B. Based on Search
The User can get the list of failed payment transactions by selecting any one option from the list
of options given as radio buttons Sanction No, PFMS Code, Aadhaar and clicking the button
‘Submit’ after entering the characters related to the selected option in the text box given for the
field Enter Search Value. An example of such type of search is shown in figure 138.

Figure 138

Pensioners Detail Updation
The User can update the details of the pensioners in NSAP application. There is an option ‘Pensioners
detail updation’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for updating the details of Pensioners in
NSAP application. To update the details of a pensioner, the User has to perform the following steps:
1. To get access to the record of the pensioners of NSAP, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Pensioners Detail Updation.
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Figure 139

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Pensioners detail updation” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 140.
A. Location based Search

Figure 140

The User can get the list of pensioners by selecting the values for the fields State, District, Area
(Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village in the following manner:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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v. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The User has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram
Panchayat/Ward.
vii. After selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village, the user has to click on the button
‘Submit’ to get the list of the pensioners of the selected location as shown in the figure 141.

Figure 141

B. Characters based Search
The User can get the list of those pensioners whose details have to be updated by selecting any
one option from the list of options given as radio buttons Applicant Name, Sanction Order No,
Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and entering the characters related to the selected
option in the text box given for the field Enter the Search Value. An example of such type of
search is shown in figure 142.
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Figure 142
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i.

The User has to select option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons
Applicant Name/Sanction Order No/Beneficiary Number/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enter the
characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value.
After that, the User is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to fetch the list of pensioners from
the record as shown in the figure 142.
C. Update
The User can update the details of a pensioner after marking the check box given in front of the name of
that pensioner in a row of the table shown in figures 141 and 142.
i.
The User can make changes in the values of the form fields given as column headings “Applicant
Name”, “Husband/Father Name”, “Contact No.”, “Current Pymt Mode”, “Account No.”,
“IFSC/PDA Code” and click on the button ‘Update’ to update the details of the pensioner.
ii.
As the User will click on the button ‘Update’, the updated details of the form fields will get
submitted and saved in the record of NSAP application and a message “Updated Successfully”
will be displayed on the screen.
Aadhaar Consent Updation
The User can update the Aadhaar consent of a pensioner in NSAP application. There is an option
‘Aadhaar Consent Updation’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for updating the Aadhaar
consent of Pensioners in NSAP application. To update the Aadhaar consent of a pensioner, the User has
to perform the following steps:
1. To get access to the record of the Aadhaar consent of a pensioner of NSAP, the User should
login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Aadhaar Consent Updation.

Figure 143

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Aadhaar Consent updation” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 144.
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Figure 144

A. Location based Search

Figure 145

The User can get the list of those pensioners whose Aadhaar consent is to be updated. The User can get
the list by selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village in the following manner:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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v. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The User has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram
Panchayat/Ward.
vii. After selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village, the User has to select either radio
button “Consent not given” or “Consent given” (as the case may be) to specify the condition for
which the User wants to update the Aadhaar Consent of the pensioner.

Figure 146

viii. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the list of those pensioners whose
Aadhaar consent has to be updated as shown in the figure 147.
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Figure 147

B. Characters based Search
The User can get the list of those pensioners whose Aadhaar consent has to be updated. The
User has to select any one option from the list of options given as radio buttons Applicant
Name, Sanction Order No, Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile No. and enter the characters
related to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter the Search Value. After
that, the User has to select either radio button “Consent not given” or “Consent given” (as the
case may be) to specify the condition for which the User wants to update the Aadhaar Consent
of the pensioner. An example of such type of search is shown in figure 148 in which the User has
opted to search the details of those pensioners whose Aadhaar consent has not been given.
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Figure 148
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i.

The User has to select option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons
Applicant Name/Sanction Order No/Beneficiary Number/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enter the
characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value.
After that, the User has to select either radio button “Consent not given” or “Consent given” (as
the case may be) to specify the condition for which the User wants to update the Aadhaar
Consent of the pensioner. The user is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of
pensioners whose Aadhaar consent has not been given as shown in the figure 149.
C. Update
The User can update the details of a pensioner after marking the check box given in front of the name of
that pensioner in a row of the table shown in figures 141 and 142.
i.
The User can make changes in the values of the form fields given as column headings “Pensioner
Name”, “DBT Consent”, “Name as per Aadhaar”, “Aadhaar”, “Mobile No.”, “Date”, “Consent
Reference No.”, “Device No.” and mark the Check box. The User has to click on the button
‘Update’ to update the details of the pensioner. (Note: The User will be able to make entries in
form fields only after selecting ‘Yes’ for the form field “DBT Consent”)
ii.
As the User will click on the button ‘Update’, the updated details of the form fields will get
submitted and saved in the record of NSAP application and a message “Updated Successfully”
will be displayed on the screen.
Periodic Verification
The User can perform periodic verification of a pensioner in NSAP application. There is an option
‘Periodic Verification’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for periodic verification of
Pensioners in NSAP application. For periodic verification of a pensioner, the User has to perform the
following steps:
1. To get access to the record of a pensioner of NSAP, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Periodic Verification.

Figure 149
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3. As the User will move the cursor on “Periodic Verification” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 150.

Figure 150

A. Location based Search

Figure 151

The User can get the list of those pensioners whose periodic verification has to be done. The User can
get the list by selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village and Habitation in the following manner:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
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iii. The User has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
iv. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
v. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The User has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram
Panchayat/Ward.
vii. The User has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram
Panchayat/Ward, Village.
viii. After selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village and Habitation, it is mandatory for the
User to select Verifying authority and Approving authority from the drop down list given under
form fields Verifying Authority and Approving Authority. The User has to specify the date of
verification and date of approval by using the calendar control given under the fields Date of
Verification and Date of Approval.

Figure 152

ix. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the list of those pensioners whose
periodic verification has to be done as shown in the figure 153.
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Figure 153

B. Characters based Search
The User can get the list of those pensioners whose periodic verification has to be done by using
the option search. For this, the User has to select any one option from the list of options given
as radio buttons Applicant Name, Application Number, Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile
No. and enter the characters related to the selected option in the text box given for the field
Enter the Search Value. User has to select Verifying authority and Approving authority from the
drop down list given under form fields Verifying Authority and Approving Authority. The User
has to specify the date of verification and date of approval by using the calendar control given
under the fields Date of Verification and Date of Approval. An example of such type of search is
shown in figure 154 in which the User has opted to search the details of those pensioners whose
periodic verification has to be done.
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Figure 154
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ii.

The User has to select option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons
Applicant Name/Application Number/Beneficiary Number/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enter the
characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value.
After that, the User has to select Verifying authority and Approving authority from the drop
down list given under form fields Verifying Authority and Approving Authority. The User has to
specify the date of verification and date of approval by using the calendar control given under
the fields Date of Verification and Date of Approval. The User is required to click on the button
‘Search’ to get the list of pensioners whose periodic verification has to be done as shown in the
figure 154.
C. Verify
The User can perform the periodic verification of a pensioner after marking the check box given in front
of the name of that pensioner in a row of the table as shown in figures 153 and 154.
i.
The User can make changes in the values of the form fields given as column headings “Pensioner
Name”, “Father/Husband Name”, “Benef. No”, “Status”, “To be Continued”, “Proposed Date of
Discontinuation”, “Remarks in Detail” and mark the Check box. The User has to click on the
button ‘Submit’ to submit the details of periodic verification of the pensioner. (Note: The User
can use the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
ii.
As the User will click on the button ‘Submit’, the details of the periodic verification of the
pensioner will get submitted and saved in the record of NSAP application.
Check Duplicate Records
The User can check duplicate records of pensioners in NSAP application. There is an option ‘Check
Duplicate Records’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for checking duplicate records of
Pensioners in NSAP application. For checking duplicity of records of pensioners, the User has to perform
following steps:
1. To get access to the record of a pensioner of NSAP, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Check Duplicate Records.

Figure 155
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3. As the User will move the cursor on “Check Duplicate Records” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 156.

Figure 156

A. Location based Record Search

Figure 157

The User can get the list of pensioners whose records have duplicity. The User can get the list of
duplicate records by selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Search Duplicate Pensioners
and Select Scheme in the following manner:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
iii. The User has to mark the check boxes given for selecting the parameters for checking the
duplicity of record provided under the field Search Duplicate Pensioners.
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iv. After that, the User has to select the Scheme (for which the duplicity of the record of pensioner
has to be checked) from the drop down list given for the field Select Scheme.
v. After selecting the values for the form fields State, District, Search Duplicate Pensioners, Select
Scheme, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the values selected for the
form fields.
vi. As the User will submit the search criteria selected through the form fields, the duplicate
records (if any) will appear in a tabular form on the screen. (Note: The User can click on the
button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
B. Characters based Search
The User can get the list of pensioners whose records have duplicity by using the option
Character based search. For this, the User has to select any one option from the list of options
given as radio buttons Applicant Name, Husband/Father Name, Bank/PO Account, Aadhaar
and enter the characters related to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter
the Search Value. After that, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the
values selected for the form fields. An example of such type of search is shown in figure 158 in
which the User has opted to search the details of those pensioners whose duplicate records
have to be checked.

Figure 158

If there is any duplicate record in the system, then that record will appear in a table but if there is no
duplicate record, then the following screen will appear as shown in the figure 159.

Figure 159
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Download Aadhaar
The User can download Aadhaar details of a pensioner in NSAP application. There is an option
‘Download Aadhaar’ under the Tab Verification which can be used for downloading Aadhaar details of
Pensioners in NSAP application. For downloading Aadhaar details of a pensioner, the User has to
perform the following steps:
1. To get access to the record of a pensioner of NSAP, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> Download Aadhaar.

Figure 160

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Download Aadhaar” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 161.

Figure 161
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Incorrect Aadhaar
The User can download the data of those Aadhaar cards for which details are incorrect. To download the
data of incorrect Aadhaar cards, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
4. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. The User has to select the radio button ‘Incorrect Aadhaar’.
6. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘Download Excel’ to download the details of
incorrect Aadhaar. (Note: The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to the previous page)

Figure 162

7. If there is any record about the incorrect details of Aadhaar, then that details will appear in a
table but if there is no such record then the following screen with the message ‘No Data Found’
will appear as shown in the figure 163.

Figure 163
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Not Matched/Not Verified Aadhaar
The user can download the data of those Aadhaar cards for which details do not match or not verified.
To download data of not matched/not verified Aadhaar, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
4. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. The User hast to select the radio button ‘Not Matched/Not Verified Aadhaar’.
6. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘Download Excel’ to download the details of
incorrect Aadhaar as shown in the figure 164. (Note: The User can use the button ‘Back’ to
return to the previous page)

Figure 164

7. If there is any record about the details of not matched/not verified Aadhaar, then that details
will appear in a table but if there is no such record then the following screen with the message
‘No Data Found’ will appear as shown in the figure 165.

Figure 165
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View Pensioners Registered/Unregistered with PFMS
The User can view the data of pensioners registered and unregistered with PFMS in NSAP application.
There is an option ‘View Pensioners Registered/Unregistered with PFMS’ under the Tab Verification
which can be used for viewing record of Pensioners registered and unregistered with PFMS in NSAP
application. For viewing pensioners registered and unregistered with PFMS in NSAP application, the User
has to follow the steps given below:
1. To get access to the record of pensioners registered/unregistered with PFMS of NSAP, the User
should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> View Pensioners
Registered/Unregistered with PFMS.

Figure 166

3. As the User will move the cursor on “View Pensioners Registered/Unregistered with PFMS” and
click on it, a screen will appear as shown in the figure 167.

Figure 167
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CPSMS Registered Pensioners
The User can view the data of those pensioners who are registered on CPSMS. To view the data of
CPSMS registered pensioners, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The User has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field
Area.
4. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘CPSMS Registered Pensioners’ to get the data of
those pensioners who are registered on CPSMS as shown in the figure 168. (Note: The User can
use the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)

Figure 168

CPSMS Unregistered Pensioners
The User can view the data of those pensioners who are not registered on CPSMS. To view the data of
unregistered pensioners on CPSMS, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘CPSMS Unregistered Pensioners’ to get the data
of those pensioners who are not registered on CPSMS as shown in the figure 169. (Note: The
User can use the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
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Figure 169

Download PDF Report
To download PDF report of CPSMS Unregistered Pensioners, the User has to click the button ‘Download
PDF Report’ as shown in the figure 169. After a click on the button ‘Download PDF Report’, following
pop screen with two radio button ‘Open with’ and ‘Save File’ and to clickable buttons ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’
will appear as shown in the figure 170. The User can select either radio button ‘Open with’ or ‘Save File’
and after that click on the button ‘OK’ to complete the process or the User can click on the button
‘Cancel’ to abort the process.
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Figure 170

Download Excel Report
To download Excel report of CPSMS Unregistered Pensioners, the User has to click the button
‘Download Excel Report’ as shown in the figure 171. After a click on the button ‘Download Excel Report’,
following pop screen with two radio button ‘Open with’ and ‘Save File’ and to clickable buttons ‘OK’ and
‘Cancel’ will appear as shown in the figure 171. The User can select either radio button ‘Open with’ or
‘Save File’ and after that click on the button ‘OK’ to complete the process or the User can click on the
button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process.
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Figure 171

PFMS Rejected Record
The User can access rejected record of PFMS. There is an option ‘PFMS Rejected Record’ under the Tab
Verification which can be used for accessing the rejected record of PFMS in NSAP application.
1. To get rejected record of PFMS, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Verification> PFMS Rejected Record.
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Figure 172

3. As the User will move the cursor on “PFMS Rejected Record” and click on it, a screen will appear
as shown in the figure 173.

Figure 173

PFMS Rejection Reason
The User can get the list of PFMS rejected record on the basis of the reason for rejection. To get the list
of PFMS rejected record based on the reason for rejection, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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5. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The User has to select the reason for rejection from the drop down list given under the field
Rejection Reason.
7. The User has to select any one parameter given as radio button to specify the parameter on
which basis the record has to be searched.
8. The User has to enter the characters related to the selected parameter in the text box given
under the field Enter the Search Value.
9. After that, the User has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form.

Figure 174

10. After clicking on the button ‘Submit’, the PFMS rejected record based on the selected
parameters will appear in a tabular format as shown in the figure 175.
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Figure 175
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Sanction

The user has to send the record of the pension applications for registration on CPSMS/PFMS. Before
registering the record, the authority at PFMS will verify the details of the record of Pension Applications.
The record of both (UID and A/C based Applications) can be sent to PFMS and then Payment File can be
pushed to PFMS.
The PFMS will return the response in terms of ‘Success’ or ‘Reject’. If the Payment file is successfully
registered on PFMS, the response will be ‘Success’ but if the Payment file is rejected by PFMS, then the
response will be ‘Reject’.
The status of the Pension application file will be displayed as ‘Pending’ during the time period with in
which the pension application file will be registered on PFMS.
The tab Sanction provided in the NSAP application contains the options “Application Pending for
Sanction”, “Issue Sanction Order”, “PDA BULK LINKING”, “Modify PDA”, “Print Sanction Order”, “Print
Bulk Sanction Orders”, “Transfer Sanction Order”, “Accept Transfer Order”, “Pensioner Detail
Verification by CPSMS” as shown in the figure 176.
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Figure 176

Application Pending for Sanction
The user can access the data of applications pending for sanction. There is an option ‘Application
Pending for Sanction’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for accessing the record of applications
pending for sanction on NSAP.
1. To access applications pending for sanction, user should login on NSAP by authorized user Id.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on tab Sanction> Application Pending for Sanction.

Figure 177

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Application Pending for Sanction” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure 178.
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Figure 178

Search Records Pending for Sanction
The user can search those records which are pending for sanction. There are two options for searching
the record, i.e. location based search and character based search.
A. Location based Search –

Figure 179

The user can get the record pending for Sanction by selecting the values for the fields State, District,
Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation shown in
the figure 179:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
iii. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
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iv. The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
v. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. The user has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward.
vii. The user has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village.
viii. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village and Habitation the user can click on the button ‘Search’ to
get the records pending for sanction of selected location as shown in the figure 179.

Figure 180

B. Character based Search
The user can get the records pending for sanction by selecting any one option from the list of
options given as radio buttons Applicant Name, Application Number, Beneficiary Number,
Aadhaar, Mobile No. and after that entering the characters related to the selected option in the
text box given for the field Enter the Search Value. An example of such type of search is shown in
figure 181.
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Figure 181

i.

If the user selects option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons Applicant
Name/ Application Number/Beneficiary Number/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enters the
characters related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value.
After that, the user is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of pending
applications from the record as shown in the figure 181.

Issue Sanction Order
The User can issue sanction order on an application of a pensioner. The User can get the data of
applications for which sanction order is to be issued on NSAP. There is an option ‘Issue Sanction Order’
under the Tab Sanction which can be used for accessing the record of applications for which sanction
order is to be issued.
1. To access applications for which sanction order has to be issued, the user should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Issue Sanction Order.

Figure 182
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3. As the user will move the cursor on “Issue Sanction Order” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 183.

Figure 183

Generate SO
The user can generate Sanction Order (SO) by following the steps given below:
1. To generate Sanction Order (SO), the user has to select the application number. The user can
select the application number by selecting the radio button given under the column heading
Select in front of Application No. in a row.
2. After selecting the application number, the user has to click the button ‘Generate SO’ to
generate Sanction Order (SO) for the selected application number. (Note: The user can click the
button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
3. After clicking the button ‘Generate SO’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 184.
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Figure 184

4. The User can select a value from the drop down list given under the field Disbursement to
specify the type by which the pension will be disbursed to the pensioner. After that, the user has
to enter the account number of Bank/PO (as the case may be) and IFSC Code in the text boxes
provided for these fields.
5. After selecting/entering the values for all permitted fields of the form shown in the figure 184,
the user has to click on the button ‘Save’ to generate Sanction Order (SO) and save it in the
record of NSAP as shown in the figure 185.

Figure 185
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View Application
The user can view the details of an application. To view an Application, the User has to click on the
application number given as hyperlinked under the Column heading Application No., the screen with all
the details of the application will be displayed as shown in the figure 186.

Figure 186
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Search by Application Number
The user can search the details of an application by entering the application number in the text box
given under the field Search by Application No. as shown in the figure 187.

Figure 187

PDA BULK LINKING
The user can do PDA bulk linking on NSAP application. There is an option ‘PDA BULK LINKING’ under the
Tab Sanction which can be used for PDA bulk linking on NSAP.
1. For PDA bulk linking, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> PDA BULK LINKING.

Figure 188

3. As the user will move the cursor on “PDA BULK LINKING” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 189.
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Figure 189

Individual PDA Linking
The user can perform individual PDA linking on NSAP. To individually link PDA, the user has to follow the
steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
4. The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user has to select the mode of disbursement from the drop down list given under the field
Mode of Disbursement.

Figure 190

7. After that, the user has to select Pension Disbursement Authority through the
search link
given under the field Pension Disbursement Authority.
8. After clicking on the
Search link, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 191.
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Figure 191

9. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
10. The user hast to select the type of bank from drop down list given under the field Bank Type.
11. The user has to select the Bank Type Name from the drop down list given under the field Bank
Type Name.
12. After that, the user has to select the IFSC Code from the drop down list given under the field
IFSC Code.

Figure 192

13. As the user will select the desired IFSC Code, that IFSC Code will get displayed under the field
Pension Disbursement Authority in the form shown in figure 193.
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Figure 193

14. After filling the form INDIVIDUAL/BULK PDA LINKING FOR IGNOAPS, the user has to click on the
button ‘Individual PDA Linking’. Following screen will appear as shown in the figure 194.

Figure 194

15. If there is no record, then the screen shown in the figure 194 will appear but if there is any
record related to the search criteria then that record will appear in a tabular format.
Bulk PDA Linking
The user can perform Bulk PDA Linking by clicking the button ‘Bulk PDA Linking’.
1. As the user will click on the button ‘Bulk PDA Linking’, following screen will appear as shown in
figure 195.
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Figure 195

2. The screen shown in the figure 195 contains the message “All the unlinked beneficiaries of
selected mode of disbursement (Bank/PO/MO/Cash) under the selected Panchayat/Ward will be
linked. If sure, click ok to continue”. If the user is sure, then he/she can click on the button ‘OK’
else ‘Cancel’ button can be clicked.
Modify PDA
The user can modify Pension Disbursement Authority (PDA) on NSAP application. There is an option
‘Modify PDA’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for modifying PDA on NSAP.
1. To modify Pension Disbursement Authority (PDA), the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Modify PDA.

Figure 196

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Modify PDA” and click on it, a screen will appear as shown
in the figure 197.
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Figure 197

Search and Modify Pension Disbursement Authority (PDA) Record
The user can search the record on NSAP application to get the details of Pensioner’s Application and
Pension Disbursement Authority (PDA) that has to be modified. After accessing the record, the user can
modify the details as per requirement.

Figure 198

To search the record, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of the Gram Panchayat/Ward.
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7. The user has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of the Village.
8. After selecting the location, the user has to enter the “Sanction Order No.” in the text box given
for the field Sanction Order No. as shown in the figure 199.

Figure 199

9. The user has to click on the button ‘Search’ to search the record related to the “Sanction Order
No.” entered in the text box shown in the figure 199.
Print Sanction Order
The user can print the sanction order in NSAP application. There is an option ‘Print Sanction Order’
under the Tab Sanction which can be used for printing sanction order on NSAP. To print the sanction
order, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. To print a sanction order, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Print Sanction Order.

Figure 200
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3. As the user will move the cursor on “Print Sanction Order” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 201.

Figure 201

Search Record for Sanction Order
Location Based Search
The user can access the record to print Sanction Order by selecting the values for the form fields State,
District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward as shown in figure 201:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
v. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
vi. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward, the user can click on the button ‘Search’ to get the records for
printing sanction order of the selected location as shown in the figure 202. (Note: The button
‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields and aborting the process)
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Figure 202

vii.

The list of Sanction Orders along with the name of pensioner and father’s name of pensioner is
shown in the figure 202.

Character Based Search The user can get the record to print Sanction Order by selecting any one option from the list of options
given as radio buttons Applicant Name, Sanction Order No., Beneficiary Number, Aadhaar, Mobile No.
and entering the characters related to the selected option in the text box given for the field Enter the
Search Value. An example of such type of search is shown in figure 203.
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Figure 203

i.

If the user selects option ‘Applicant Name’ from the options given as radio buttons Applicant
Name/ Sanction Order No/Beneficiary Number/Aadhaar/Mobile No. and enters the characters
related to that option in the text box given under the field Enter the Search Value. After that,
the user is required to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the list of sanction orders available for
printing as shown in the figure 203.

Printing Sanction Order
1. The user can print a sanction order by clicking on the link given in front of the name of the
applicant in the table shown in the figure 203.
2. After clicking on the link, the pop up screen which contains sanction order will open in a
separate window as shown in the figure 204.
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Figure 204

Print Bulk Sanction Orders
The user can print bulk sanction orders in NSAP application. There is an option ‘Print Bulk Sanction
Orders’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for printing bulk sanction orders on NSAP. To print
bulk sanction orders, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. To print bulk sanction orders, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Print Bulk Sanction Orders.
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Figure 205

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Print Bulk Sanction Orders” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 206.

Figure 206

Search bulk Sanction Orders
The user can get the record to print Sanction Order by selecting the values for the fields State, District,
Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward as shown in the figure:
i. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
ii. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
iii. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
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iv. The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
v. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area.
vi. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward, the user can click on the button ‘Temporary View’ to get the
records for printing bulk sanction orders of the selected location as shown in the figure 207.

Figure 207

Printing bulk Sanction Orders
The user can print bulk sanction orders by clicking on the link given for printing the PDF of the sanction
order shown in figure 207.
Transfer Sanction Order
The user can transfer sanction order in NSAP MIS application. There is an option ‘Transfer Sanction
Order’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for transfer of sanction orders on NSAP. To transfer
sanction order, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. To get the record of sanction order that has to be transferred, the user should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Transfer Sanction Order.
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Figure 208

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Print Bulk Sanction Orders” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure 209.

Figure 209

Search Record for transfer of Sanction Order
To search the record, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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5. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of the Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of the Gram Panchayat/Ward.
7. The user has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of the Village.
8. After selecting the location, the user has to enter the “Sanction Order No.” in the text box given
for the field Sanction Order No. as shown in the figure 210.

Figure 210

9. The user has to click on the button ‘Search’ to search the record about the “Sanction Order No.”
entered in the text box as shown in the figure 210. (Note: The button ‘Cancel’ can be used for
clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)
Accept Transfer Order
The user can accept or reject transfer order in NSAP application. There is an option ‘Accept Transfer
Order’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for accepting or rejecting transfer order on NSAP. The
user has to follow the steps given below:
1. To get the record of transfer order that has to be accepted or rejected, the user should login on
NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Accept Transfer Order.
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Figure 211

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Accept Transfer Order” and click on it, a screen will appear
as shown in the figure 212.

Figure 212

View Application Form
The user can view the transfer order by following the steps given below:
1. The user has to move the cursor on the link given as hyperlinked application number under the
column heading Application No.
2. After clicking the hyperlinked application number, following screen will appear as shown in the
figure 213.
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Figure 213

View Sanction Transfer Order
The user can view Sanction Transfer Order by following the steps given below:
1. To view Sanction Transfer Order of any application, the User has to select the desired record by
clicking the radio button given in front of the application number in a row as shown in the figure
212.
2. After selecting the desired application number, the User has to click on the button ‘Submit’.
3. After submitting the form, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 214.
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Figure 214

Accept Sanction Transfer Order
The user can accept Sanction Transfer Order by following the steps given below:
1. To accept Sanction Transfer Order of any application, the user has to click the button ‘Accept’ as
shown in the figure 214.
2. After clicking the button ‘Accept’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 215.
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Figure 215

3. The Screen shown in figure 215 is displaying a message “Please Select Disbursement Mode”
which means the user has not selected the disbursement mode for pension. It is mandatory for
the user to specify the disbursement mode for pension.
i.
Bank Account - The user can select “Bank Account” as Mode of Disbursement as
shown in the figure 216.
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Figure 216

ii.

iii.

If the user has selected “Bank Account”, then it is mandatory for the user to provide
the details of the Bank Account under the section New Pension Disbursement
Authority Details.
Post Office Account - The user can select “Post Office Account” as Mode of
Disbursement shown in the figure 217.
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Figure 217

iv.

v.

If the user has selected “Post Office Account”, then it is mandatory for the user to
provide the details of the Post Office Account under the section New Pension
Disbursement Authority Details.
Post Office Money Order - The user can select “Post Office Money Order” as Mode
of Disbursement shown in the figure 218.
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Figure 218

vi.

vii.

If the user has selected “Post Office Money Order”, then it is mandatory for the user
to provide the details of the Post Office Money Order under the section New
Pension Disbursement Authority Details.
Cash - The user can select “Cash” as Mode of Disbursement shown in the figure
219.
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Figure 219

viii.

If the user has selected “Cash”, then it is mandatory for the user to provide the
details of the Cash Disbursement Authority under the section New Pension
Disbursement Authority Details.

Reject Sanction Transfer Order
The user can reject Sanction Transfer Order by following the steps given below:
1. To reject Sanction Transfer Order of any application, the user has to click the button ‘Reject’ as
shown in the figure 214.
2. After clicking the button ‘Reject’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 220.
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Figure 220

3. The Screen shown in figure 220 is displaying a message “Please Enter Remarks” which means
the user has not entered any remark about the rejection of sanction transfer order. It is
mandatory for the user to specify the remarks about the rejection of sanction transfer order.
The user can enter the remarks in the text box given under the field Remark and click on the
button ‘Reject’ to complete the rejection of sanction transfer order. (Note: The user can click on
the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
Pensioner Detail Verification by CPSMS
The details of pensioners can be verified by CPSMS on NSAP application. There is an option ‘Pensioner
Detail Verification by CPSMS’ under the Tab Sanction which can be used for verifying details of
pensioners by CPSMS on NSAP. To verify the details of pensioners by CPSMS, the user has to follow the
steps given below:
1. To get the details of the pensioners on CPSMS, the user should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Sanction> Pensioner Detail Verification
by CPSMS.
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Figure 221

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Pensioner Detail Verification by CPSMS” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure 222.

Figure 222

Account Base
The user can get the details of pensioners that have to be verified on the basis of account by following
the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
4. The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
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5. After selecting the location, the user has to select the radio button ‘Account Base’ to specify that
the details of pensioners are required on the basis of account.
6. The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the details of the form and get the
table which contains the details of accounts of pensioners as shown in the figure 223.

Figure 223

7. If the user wants to submit the details of accounts of pensioners to CPSMS server, then s/he has
to click on the button ‘Submit’.
8. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, a screen with a message “File will be transmitted to CPSMS
Server. Are you sure to send?” will appear as shown in figure 224.

Figure 224
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9. If the user is sure that the file is to be transmitted to CPSMS server, then he/she has to click the
button ‘OK’ to proceed further. After clicking the button ‘OK’, the file will be transferred to
CPSMS server and the following screen will appear.

Figure 225

10. If the user wants to send the file, then s/he can click the link Sent File. After clicking the link, the
following screen will appear showing the Status of the file as “Pending”.

Figure 226
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11. If the user wants to view the file, then s/he can click the link View. After clicking the link, the
following screen will appear showing the details of the pending files.

Figure 227

Error Report –
The user can get the error report about the verification of details of pensioners on CPSMS. To get the
error report, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The user has to click on the button ‘Error Report’ given on the form as shown in the figure 223.
2. After clicking the button ‘Error Report’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 225.
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Figure 228

3. The screen shown in the figure 225 contains the list of invalid record for DBT. The user can print
record by clicking the button ‘Print’ or return to previous page by clicking on the button ‘Back’.
UID Base
The user can get the details of pensioners that have to be verified on the basis of UID in following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the ‘District’ from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the ‘Area (Rural/Urban)’ from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
5. After selecting the location, the user has to select the radio button ‘UID Base’ to specify that the
details of pensioners are required on the basis of UID.
6. The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details of pensioners.
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Figure 229

7. If the user wants to submit the details of accounts of pensioners to CPSMS server, then he/she
has to click on the button ‘Submit’.
8. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, a screen with a message “File will be transmitted to CPSMS
Server. Are you sure to send?” will appear.
9. If the user is sure that the file is to be transmitted to CPSMS server, then he/she has to click the
button ‘OK’ to proceed further and transfer the file to CPSMS server.
Error Report –
The user can get the error report about the verification of details of pensioners on CPSMS. To get the
error report, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. The user has to click on the button ‘Error Report’ given on the form as shown in the figure 226.
2. After clicking the button ‘Error Report’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 227.

Figure 230
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Both
The user can get the details of pensioners that have to be verified on the basis of Both (Account & UID)
by following the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the ‘District’ from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the ‘Area (Rural/Urban)’ from drop down list given under the field Area.
4. The user has to select the ‘Sub District/Municipal Area’ from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
5. After selecting the location, the user has to select the radio button ‘Both’ to specify that the
details of pensioners are required on the basis of Both (Account & UID).
6. The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details of pensioners.

Figure 231

7. If the user wants to submit the details of accounts of pensioners to CPSMS server, then he/she
has to click on the button ‘Submit’.
8. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, a screen with a message “File will be transmitted to CPSMS
Server. Are you sure to send?” will appear as shown in figure 229.
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Figure 232

9. If the user is sure that the file is to be transmitted to CPSMS server, then he/she has to click the
button ‘OK’ to transfer the file to CPSMS server.
Error Report –
The user can get the error report about the verification of details of pensioners on CPSMS. To get the
error report, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The user has to click on the button ‘Error Report’ given on the form as shown in the figure 231.
2. After clicking the button ‘Error Report’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure 233.

Figure 233
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Disbursement
NSAP MIS facilitates authorized Users to manage disbursement of pension to the Pensioners. There are
two ways of Pension Disbursement, i.e. Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) and non Direct Benefit Transfer
(NDBT).
a) DBT based Pension Disbursement - Disbursement of Pension by using Direct Benefit Transfer
(DBT) is made after registering the details of the pensioner on Public Financial Management
System (PFMS). The disbursement of the pension of the pensioner is done through PFMS either
on the basis of UID/Bank Account/Postal Account of the Pensioner.
b) Non-DBT based Pension Disbursement - Disbursement of Pension by using Non Direct Benefit
Transfer (NDBT) is made either through Money Order/Cash to the Pensioner.
Steps to be followed for Pension Disbursement are given below:
1. Compute/Freeze Pension - The authorized user has to compute the pension of the Pensioners of
an area. The user can compute the pension either at District/Sub District level. If the user finds
the amount is correct then s/he can freeze the pension amount of the pensioners of a specified
area. (Note: Pension once frozen, cannot be modified)
2. Generate Demand – The authorized user can generate demand for the amount of the pension
that has to be disbursed to the pensioners of a specified area/ all pensioners of a District.
3. Push Payment File/Download Disbursed Data – The authorized user can Push Payment File and
download the data about pension disbursement.
4. Update Ledger - The authorized user can update the Ledger with the details of Pension
Disbursement.
5. PFMS Monthly Payment Summary- The authorized user can download the PFMS Monthly
Payment Summary.
6. Complete Disbursement Report – The authorized user can download the complete
disbursement report that covers the pension disbursement made through both DBT and Non
DBT (NDBT) mode.
The tab Disbursement contains the options “Compute/Freeze Pension”, “Generate Demand”, “Push
payment file/download disbursed data”, “Update Ledger”, “PFMS Monthly Payment Summary”,
“Complete Disbursement Report” as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 234

Compute/Freeze Pension
The user can compute and freeze pension amount of pensioners. There is an option ‘Compute/Freeze
Pension’ under Tab Disbursement that can be used for computing/freezing pension amount on NSAP.
1. To compute/freeze pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> Compute/Freeze Pension.

Figure 235

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Compute/Freeze Pension” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 236

Compute Pension Summary
The user can compute the pension amount of pensioners of an area on NSAP.
Compute Pension Summary for District To compute the pension for pensioners of a District on NSAP, the user has to follow the steps given
below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District as shown
in the below figure. (Mandatory)

Figure 237

3. The user has to click on the button ‘Show Summary Report’ to get the Summary Report of the
pension for the District. The following figure will appear with the option to select the Sub
District/Municipal Area of the District.
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Figure 238

4. To get the details of the pension summary of a Sub District/Municipal Area, the user has to
move the cursor on the link of that Sub District/Municipal Area given in the above figure and
click on it. The following figure shows the pension summary of the selected Sub
District/Municipal Area. The screen shows the months for which the pension has been
computed ( ) and the months for which the pension has not been computed ( ) and the
button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’.
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Figure 239

5. The user can click on the button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’ to get the Summary Report of
the pension for all the Sub districts/Municipal Areas of the District. The following figure will
appear with the option to select the Area and the time period.
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Figure 240

6. The user has to select the District from the drop down list and then select the time period by
selecting the values of Year and Month given in a drop down list under the field Pension Payable
Up To. After that click either on the button ‘Submit’ or the button ‘Proceed anyway’ to Compute
the pension for all Sub districts/Municipal Areas of the District. The following figure will appear.

Figure 241
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7. The user has to click on the button ‘Continue’ to compute the pension further. The following
figure will appear which shows the message “Pension Once Computer it will not compute again”
along with two buttons ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’.

Figure 242

8. To compute the pension, the user has to click the button ‘OK’. A screen will appear as shown in
the following figure.
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Figure 243

9. The user can download the Pension Summary Report by clicking the button ‘Download PDF’ as
shown in below figure.
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Figure 244

10. To Freeze the pension, the user has to click the button ‘Compute/Freeze Pension’. A screen with
the message “Pension Once Computed it will not compute again” will appear as shown in the
following figure. To ‘Freeze’ the pension, the user has to click on the button ‘OK’.

Figure 245
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Compute Pension Summary for Sub District/Municipal Area To compute the pension for pensioners of a Sub District/Municipal Area on NSAP, the user has to follow
the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user can select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user can select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user can select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the field
Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).

Figure 246

5. After selecting the location, the user has to click the button ‘Show Summary Report’ to get the
summary report of pension as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 247

The summary report of Pension shown in the above figure has sections “COMPUTE PENSION
SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR…..” and “UPDATE LEDGER PDA SUMMARY”. The section “COMPUTE
PENSION SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR…..” shows the months for which the pension has been
computed ( ) and the months for which the pension has not been computed ( ) and the
button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’. The section “UPDATE LEDGER PDA SUMMARY” contains
the information about ledger PDA summary with sub sections BANK, CASH, POST OFFICE,
INVALID BENEFICIARIES and the button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’.
6. The user can compute pension by clicking the button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’ given
under the section “COMPUTE PENSION SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR…..”. A screen will appear as
shown in the following figure.
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Figure 248

7. The user has to select the District from the drop down list and then select the time period by
selecting the values of Year and Month given in a drop down list under the field Pension Payable
Up To. After that click either on the button ‘Submit’ or the button ‘Proceed anyway’ to Compute
the pension for all the Sub districts/Municipal Areas of the District. The following figure will
appear.

Figure 249
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8. The user has to click on the button ‘Continue’ to compute the pension further. The following
figure will appear which shows the message “Pension Once Computed it will not compute again”
along with two buttons ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’.

Figure 250

9. To compute the pension, the user has to click the button ‘OK’. A screen will appear as shown in
the following figure.
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Figure 251

10. The user can download the Pension Summary Report by clicking the button ‘Download PDF’ as
shown in below figure.

Figure 252
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11. To Freeze the pension, the user has to click the button ‘Compute/Freeze Pension’. A screen with
the message “Pension Once Computed it will not compute again” will appear as shown in the
following figure. To complete the process of freezing the pension, the user has to click on the
button ‘OK’.

Figure 253

12. The user can download the list of INVALID BENEFICIARIES by using the button ‘Download’ given
under the section “UPDATE LEDGER PDA SUMMARY”.
Update Ledger PDA Summary
1. The user can update ledger PDA summary. To update ledger PDA summary, the user can click on
the button ‘Continue to Compute Pension’ given in the section “UPDATE LEDGER PDA
SUMMARY” shown in the figure. The following screen will appear which is shown in the figure.

Figure 254
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2. The user has to select the District from the drop down list and then select the time period by
selecting the values of Year and Month given in a drop down list under the field Pension Payable
Up To. After that click either on the button ‘Submit’ or the button ‘Proceed anyway’ to Compute
the pension for all the Sub districts/Municipal Areas of the District. The following figure will
appear.

Figure 255

3. The user has to click on the button ‘Continue’ to compute the pension further. The following
figure will appear which shows the message “Pension Once Computer it will not compute again”
along with two buttons ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’.
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Figure 256

4. To compute the pension, the user has to click the button ‘OK’. A screen will appear as shown in
the following figure.

Figure 257
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5. The user can download the Pension Summary Report by clicking the button ‘Download PDF’ as
shown in below figure.

Figure 258

6. To Freeze the pension, the user has to click the button ‘Compute/Freeze Pension’. A screen with
the message “Pension Once Computed it will not compute again” will appear as shown in the
following figure. To complete freezing of pension, the user has to click on the button ‘OK’.

Figure 259
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The user can download the list of INVALID BENEFICIARIES by using the button ‘Download’ given under
the section “UPDATE LEDGER PDA SUMMARY”.
Generate Demand
The user can generate the demand for pension under a scheme for a particular location. There is an
option ‘Generate Demand’ under the Tab Disbursement which can be used for generating demand for
pension on NSAP.
1. To generate demand for pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP by authorized user Id.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> Generate Demand.

Figure 260

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Generate Demand” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 238.

Figure 261
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Demand Generation
The user can generate demand for pension on NSAP. To generate demand for pension on NSAP, the user
has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
The user has to select the name of scheme from drop down list given under Scheme Name.
The user has to select the time period up to which the pension is payable by selecting month
and year from the calendar control given under the field Pension Payable Up To.
The user has to select mode of payment from drop down list given under Payment Mode.
The user has to select the type of demand allocation from the drop down list given under the
field Type of Demand Allocation.
After selecting values for all the fields of the form, if the user wants PDF of demand generation
report then he/she has to click on the button ‘Download PDF’ but if the user wants Excel of the
demand generation report then he/she has to click on the button ‘Download Excel’.

Figure 262

Push Payment File/Download disbursed data
The user can push payment file/download disbursed data under a scheme for a particular location in
NSAP. There is an option ‘Push Payment File/Download disbursed data’ under the Tab Disbursement
which can be used for pushing payment file/download disbursed data on NSAP.
1. To push payment file/download disbursed data on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> Push Payment
File/Download disbursed data.
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Figure 263

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Push Payment File/Download disbursed data” and click on
it, a screen will appear as shown in the figure 241.

Figure 264

Download Disbursement Data - Type of Mode (NDBT)
Account BaseThe user can download disbursement data with type of mode as NDBT by following below steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
5. After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
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6. After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
7. After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘Account Base’.
8. The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains details on the basis of accounts of pensioners shown in the figure 242.
9. The user can download excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on form.

Figure 265

UID Base –
The user can download disbursement data with type of mode as NDBT by following below steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
5. After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
6. After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
7. After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘UID Base’.
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8. The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details on the basis of UID of pensioners shown in figure 243.
The user can download the excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on the form.

Figure 266

Both –
The user can download disbursement data with type of mode as NDBT by following below steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘Both’.
The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details on the basis of Both (Account + UID) of pensioners as shown
in the figure.

The user can download the excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on the form.
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Figure 267

Download Disbursement Data - Type of Mode (DBT/CPSMS)
Account BaseThe user can download disbursement data with type of mode as DBT/CPSMS by following the steps
given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘Account Base’.
The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details on the basis of accounts of pensioners as shown in the
figure.

The user can download the excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on the form.
The user can also view the DBT Payment file by clicking the button ‘View DBT payment file’ provided on
the form.
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Figure 268

UID Base –
The user can download disbursement data with type of mode as DBT/CPSMS by following the steps
given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘UID Base’.
The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details on the basis of UID of pensioners as shown in the figure.

The user can download the excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on the form.
The user can also view the DBT Payment file by clicking the button ‘View DBT payment file’ provided on
the form.
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Figure 269

Both –
The user can download disbursement data with type of mode as DBT/CPSMS by following the steps
given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area (Rural/Urban).
After selecting the location, the user has to select the month and year up to which pension will
be payable from the drop down list given under the field Pension Payable Up to.
After that, the user has to select the type of mode from the drop down given under the field
Type of Mode.
After selecting the values for all form fields, the user has to select either radio button ‘Account
Base’ or ‘UID Base’ or ‘Both’ to specify the criteria on which details of pensioners are required.
In this case, the user has to select the radio button ‘Both’.
The user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details entered in the form and get
the table which contains the details on the basis of Both (Account + UID) of pensioners as shown
in the figure.

The user can download the excel sheet by clicking the button ‘Download Excel’ provided on the form.
The user can also view the DBT Payment file by clicking the button ‘View DBT payment file’ provided on
the form.
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Figure 270

Update Ledger
The user can update ledger for a specific location. There is an option ‘Update Ledger’ under the Tab
Disbursement which can be used for updating ledger on NSAP.
1. To update ledger on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> Update Ledger.

Figure 271

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Update Ledger” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 272

Update Disbursement Ledger
The user can update Disbursement Ledger by following the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the ‘District’ from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the ‘Area (Rural/Urban)’ from drop down list given under Area.
The user has to select the ‘Sub District/Municipal Area’ from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The user can select desired value from the drop down list given for the field Pension Payable Up
To.
6. After selecting the time period up to which the pension is payable, the user can click on the
button ‘Submit’ to submit the form.

Figure 273

PFMS Monthly Payment Summary
The user can view PFMS Monthly Payment Summary. There is an option ‘PFMS Monthly Payment
Summary’ under the Tab Disbursement which can be used for viewing PFMS Monthly Payment
Summary on NSAP.
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1. To view PFMS Monthly Payment Summary on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> PFMS Monthly Payment
Summary.

Figure 274

3. As the user will move the cursor on “PFMS Monthly Payment Summary” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 275

PFMS Monthly Payment Summary after August 2016
The user can view PFMS Monthly Payment Summary after August 2016 on NSAP. To view PFMS Monthly
Payment Summary after August 2016, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. The user has to move the cursor on the drop down given under the field Payable Up to.
2. The user has to select the Month and Year up to which the pension will be payable.
3. After selecting the Month and Year up to which the pension will be payable, the user has to click
on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form.
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Complete Disbursement Report
The user can view complete disbursement Report on NSAP. There is an option ‘Complete Disbursement
Report’ under the Tab Disbursement which can be used for viewing Complete Disbursement Report on
NSAP.
1. To view Complete Disbursement Report on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Disbursement> Complete
Disbursement Report.

Figure 276

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Complete Disbursement Report” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 277
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DBT- Pension Payment Pensioner’s Details
The user can view the DBT- Pension Payment Pensioner’s Details on NSAP. To view the details, the user
has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default).
2. The user has to select the Scheme from the drop down list given under the field Scheme Name.
3. The user can select desired value of month and year from the list given for the field Pension
Payable Up To.
4. After selecting the time period, the user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to submit the
completely filled form.

Discontinue
NSAP MIS can be used to manage discontinuation of pension. The tab Discontinue contains the links as
options “New Appeal”, “Pending Appeals”, “Discontinue Pension”, “Reinstate Pension” which is shown
in the figure.

Figure 278

New Appeal
The user can view new appeals on matters related to the discontinuation of pension and take the
necessary action as per requirement. To access new appeals about discontinuation of pension, there is
an option ‘New Appeal’ under the Tab Discontinue which can be used for viewing and taking action on
new appeals about discontinuation of pension on NSAP MIS:
1. To view New Appeals about discontinuation of pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Discontinue> New Appeal.
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Figure 279

3. As the user will move the cursor on “New Appeal” and click on it, a screen will appear as shown
in the figure.

Figure 280

Appeal for Discontinuation of Pension
The user can get the record of appeals for discontinuation of pension by selecting the values for the
fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village,
Habitation in the form which is shown in the figure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
5. The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
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6. The user has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward.
7. The user has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village.
8. The date on which the appeal has been filed will be displayed under the field Appeal Date.
9. The user can select either ‘APPLICATION REJECTED’ OR ‘PENSION DISCONTINUED’ as reason
given under the field Reason.
10. After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation and the reason for discontinuation, the user
can click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the records of new appeals about discontinuation of
pension in the selected location which is shown in the figure. (Note: The button ‘Cancel’ can be
used for clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)

Figure 281

11. In the above mentioned case, there is no record on the new appeals about rejected applications.
Pending Appeals
The user can view pending appeals on matters related to the discontinuation of pension and take the
necessary action if required. To access pending appeals about discontinuation of pension, there is an
option ‘Pending Appeals’ under the Tab Discontinue which can be used for viewing pending appeals and
taking action on about discontinuation of pension on NSAP:
1. To view pending Appeals about discontinuation of pension on NSAP, the user should login on
NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Discontinue> Pending Appeals.
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Figure 282

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Pending Appeals” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 260.

Figure 283

Discontinue Pension
The user can view record of matters related to the discontinuation of pension and take the necessary
action if required. To access record of matters about discontinuation of pension, there is an option
‘Discontinue Pension’ under the Tab Discontinue which can be used for viewing the record and taking
action on discontinuation of pension:
1. To view cases of discontinuation of pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Discontinue> Discontinue Pension.

Figure 284
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3. As the user will move the cursor on “Discontinue Pension” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure 262.

Figure 285

Discontinuation of Pension
The user can take action on discontinuation of pension. The user can get the record for discontinuation
of pension by selecting the values for the fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub
District/Municipal Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation in the form as shown in figure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the ‘District’ from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the ‘Area (Rural/Urban)’ from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the ‘Sub District/Municipal Area’ according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
The user has to select the ‘Gram Panchayat/Ward’ from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of ‘Area (Rural/Urban)’ and ‘Sub
District/Municipal Area’.
The user has to select the ‘Village’ from the drop down list given under the field Village
according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward.
The user has to select the ‘Habitation’ from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village.
After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation and the reason, the user has to either select
the verification status from the drop down list given under the field Verification Status or the
user has to enter the Sanction Order No. in the text box given under the field Search By:
Sanction Order No.
After filling the form, the user has to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the record of
discontinuation of pension in the selected location as shown in the figure. (Note: The button
‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)
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Figure 286

10. In the above mentioned case, there is no record about discontinuation of pension.
Reinstate Pension
The user can view record of matters related to the reinstating of pension and take the necessary action
according to the requirement. To access record of matters related to reinstating of pension, there is an
option ‘Reinstate Pension’ under the Tab Discontinue which can be used for viewing the record and
taking action on reinstating of pension:
1. To view cases of reinstating of pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Discontinue> Reinstate Pension.

Figure 287

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Reinstate Pension” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 288

Re-Instatement of pension
The user can take action on re-instatement of pension. The user can get the record for re-instatement of
pension by selecting the values for the fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation in the form as shown in figure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
The user has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area
(Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area.
The user has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban) and Sub
District/Municipal Area.
The user has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village according
to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area and Gram Panchayat/Ward.
The user has to select the Habitation from the drop down list given under the field Habitation
according to the selection of Gram Panchayat/Ward and Village.
After selecting values for form fields State, District, Area (Rural/Urban), Sub District/Municipal
Area, Gram Panchayat/Ward, Village, Habitation and the reason, the user has to select the
verification status from the drop down list given under the field Verification Status.
After filling the form, the user has to click on the button ‘Search’ to get the record for reinstatement of pension in the selected location as shown in the figure. (Note: The button
‘Cancel’ can be used for clearing the values of the form fields and abort the process)
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Figure 289

10. In the above example, there is no record of reinstatement of Pension in the selected location.

Reports
An authorized User can manage Reports on NSAP MIS. The tab Reports contains the options
“Disbursement Summary Report”, “Pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO & cash”, “Payment Detail
summary Report”, “Monthly Fund Disbursement Entry”, “CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases”, “Monthly
Fund Disbursement Report”, “Discontinue Report”, “Ledger History”, “Migration Log”, “Pension
Reinstated National Level”, “Dashboard”, “Certificate Report”, “Aadhaar Linked with Bank”, “Pensioners
Progressive Abstract”, “Aadhaar Abstract”, “List of Disbursing Agencies”, “MPR1”, “Edit MPR1”, “MPR2”,
“Discontinuation Reason Summary Report” as shown in the figure.
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Figure 290

Disbursement Summary Report
The user can view disbursement summary report of pension and take the necessary action according to
the requirement. To access disbursement summary report of pension, there is an option ‘Disbursement
Summary Report’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting disbursement summary report of
pension on NSAP:.
1. To view disbursement summary report of pension on NSAP, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Disbursement Summary
Report.
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Figure 291

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Disbursement Summary Report” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 292
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Disbursement Detail Summary of States Based on Transaction Data
The user can view disbursement detail summary of a state on the basis of transaction data of pension of
that State. The User can get the record by selecting the values for the fields State, Financial Year, Month
in the form as shown in the figure:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the financial year from drop down given under the field Financial Year.
3. The user has to select the month for which the data is required from the list of values provided
under the field Month.
4. The user has to click on the button ‘Generate Report’ to get the disbursement detail summary of
a state for the selected month of the selected financial year as shown in figure.

Figure 293

5. In the mentioned case, there is no data related to the selected month of the selected financial
year as shown in the figure.

Figure 294

Pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO & cash
The user can view details of pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO and cash and download the record in
PDF or Excel format if required. To access details of pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO and Cash, there
is an option ‘Pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO & cash’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for
getting details of pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO and Cash on NSAP:.
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1. To access the details of pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO and Cash on NSAP, the User should
login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. The user has to move the cursor on tab Reports> Pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO & cash.

Figure 295

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Pensioners linked with bank/PO/MO & cash” and click on it,
a screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 296
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Existing Pensioners getting regular Pension through Bank
The user can access the record of existing pensioners who are getting regular pension through banks by
following the steps given below:
1. To get data of existing pensioners getting regular pension through bank, the user has to click on
the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Bank of table shown in figure.
2. After clicking the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Bank, following
screen will appear as shown in the figure 274. The table contains column fields named as Bank
Name and Number of Beneficiaries.

Figure 297

3. The user can view the record of existing pensioners getting regular pension through a particular
bank branch by clicking the hyperlink given as name of the Bank under column field Bank Name.
4. After clicking the hyperlinked Bank Name, following screen will appear as shown in figure.

Figure 298

5. To get the record of a particular bank branch, the User has to click the hyperlink given under the
column field Branch Name of the table shown in the figure.
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6. After clicking the hyperlink given under the column field Branch Name, following screen will
appear as shown in the figure.
7. The user can view the record of the bank branch along with the number of beneficiaries getting
pension through that bank branch as shown in the figure.

Figure 299

8. To get the details of number of beneficiaries of a particular bank branch, the User has to click on
the hyperlinked number given under the column field Number of Beneficiaries.
9. After clicking the hyperlinked number, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 300

10. The user can download the record of pensioners of a particular bank branch either in PDF or in
Excel format. To get the report in PDF format, the user has to click the link Download PDF
whereas to get the report in Excel sheet, the user has to click the link Download Excel. (Note:
The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to previous page)
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Existing Pensioners getting regular Pension through Post Office
The user can access the record of existing pensioners who are getting regular pension through Post
Offices by following the steps given below:
1. To get the data of existing pensioners getting regular pension through Post Offices, the user has
to click on the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Post Office of the table
shown in figure.
2. After clicking the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Post Office, following
screen will appear as shown in the figure. The table contains column fields named as Post Office
Name and Number of Beneficiaries.

Figure 301

3. The user can view the record of existing pensioners getting regular pension through a particular
Post Office branch by clicking the hyperlink given as number under the column field Number of
Beneficiaries.
4. On clicking hyperlinked Number of Beneficiaries, a screen will appear as shown in figure.

Figure 302

5. The user can download the record of pensioners of a particular Post Office branch either in PDF
or in Excel format. To get the report in PDF format, the user has to click the link Download PDF
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whereas to get the report in Excel sheet, the user has to click the link Download Excel. (Note:
The User can use the button ‘Back’ to return to previous page)
6. After clicking the link Download PDF, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 303

7. The user can either open the PDF or save the PDF on the system and view it later. After making a
choice between Open and Save, the user has to click on the button ‘OK’ to complete the
process.(Note: The user can click on the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
Existing Pensioners getting regular Pension through Cash Authority
The user can access the record of existing pensioners who are getting regular pension through Cash by
following the steps given below:
1. To get the data of existing pensioners getting regular pension through Cash, the user has to click
on the link given as numbers under column field Cash of the table shown in figure.
2. After clicking the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Cash, following
screen will appear as shown in the figure. The table contains column fields named as Cash
Authority Name and Number of Beneficiaries.
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Figure 304

3. The user can view the record of existing pensioners getting regular pension through Cash by
clicking the hyperlink given as number under the column field Number of Beneficiaries in front
of the Cash Authority Name given under the column field Cash Authority Name.
4. After clicking hyperlinked Number of Beneficiaries, a screen will appear as shown in figure.

Figure 305
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5. The user can download the record of pensioners of a particular Cash Authority either in PDF or
in Excel format. To get the report in PDF format, the user has to click the link Download PDF
whereas to get the report in Excel sheet, the user has to click the link Download Excel. (Note:
The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to previous page)
6. After clicking the link Download PDF, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 306

7. The user can either open the PDF or save the PDF on the system and view it later. After making a
choice between Open and Save, the User has to click on the button ‘OK’ to complete the
process.
Existing Pensioners getting regular Pension through Money Order
The user can access the record of existing pensioners who are getting regular pension through Money
Order by following the steps given below:
1. To get the data of existing pensioners getting regular pension through Money Order, the User
has to click on the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Money Order of the
table shown in figure.
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2. After clicking the link given in the form of numbers under the column field Money Order,
following screen will appear as shown in the figure. The table contains column fields named as
Post Office Name and Number of Money Order Beneficiaries.

Figure 307

3. The user can view the record of existing pensioners getting regular pension by Money Order
through a particular Post Office branch by clicking the hyperlink given as number under the
column field Number of Money Order Beneficiaries.
4. After clicking the hyperlinked Number of Money Order Beneficiaries, following screen will
appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 308

5. The user can download the record of pensioners of a particular Post Office branch either in PDF
or in Excel format. To get the report in PDF format, the user has to click the link Download PDF
whereas to get the report in Excel sheet, the user has to click the link Download Excel. (Note:
The user can use the button ‘Back’ to return to previous page)
6. After clicking the link Download PDF, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.
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Figure 309

7. The user can either open the PDF or save the PDF on the system and view it later. After making a
choice between Open and Save, the user has to click on the button ‘OK’ to complete the
process.(Note: The user can click on the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
Payment Detail summary Report
The user can view payment detail summary report if required. To access payment detail summary
report, there is an option ‘Payment Detail summary Report’ under the Tab Reports which can be used
for getting payment detail summary report:
1. To access the payment detail summary report of pensioners, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. The user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Payment Detail Summary Report.
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Figure 310

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Payment Detail Summary Report” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 311
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Payment Detail Summary Report based on MPR-I
The user can generate payment detail summary report based on MPR-I. The user can get the report by
selecting the values for the fields State, Financial Year, Month in the form as shown in the figure:
1. The name of the State of the user will get displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the financial year from drop down given under the field Financial Year.
3. The user has to select the month for which the data is required from the list of values provided
under the field Month.
4. The user has to click on the button ‘Generate Report’ to get the payment detail summary report
based on MPR-I for the selected month of the selected financial year as shown in the figure.

Figure 312

5. In below mentioned case, there is no record based on selected month of selected financial year.

Figure 313

Monthly Fund Disbursement Entry
The user can enter the details of the fund disbursed in a month. There is an option ‘Monthly Fund
Disbursement Entry’ provided under the tab Reports on the dashboard of the user for entering the fund
disbursed in a month.
1. To enter the detail of monthly fund disbursement, the user should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Monthly Fund Disbursement
Entry as shown in the figure.
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Figure 314

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Monthly Fund Disbursement Entry” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 315
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DBT Portal Entry
The user can enter the details of the fund disbursed in a month after selecting the values for the form
fields provided for specifying the desired location.
1. The user has to select the name of the State from the drop down list given under the field State.
(The name of the State will appear By default)
2. The user has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select the desired month and year from the drop down list provided under the
field Select Month and Year.
4. After that, the user has to select the scheme from drop down list given under the field Scheme.
5. After selecting values for all form fields, the user has to click on the button ‘Submit’.

Figure 316

6. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, a table will appear in the lower part of the form. The table
contains column fields Disbursement Through, Total Beneficiaries, Total Amount (Rs. In lakhs).
7. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Aadhaar
Payment Bridge (APB)” given under the column field Disbursement Through.
8. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Non Aadhaar
Payment Using ECS/NEFT” given under the column field Disbursement Through.
9. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Non Aadhaar/
Non NEFT (through Banks)” given under the column field Disbursement Through.
10. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Postal
Account” given under the column field Disbursement Through.
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11. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Money Order”
given under the column field Disbursement Through.
12. The user can enter the value of “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” for the “Cash” given
under the column field Disbursement Through.
13. The sum of entries made by the User for different row fields given under the column field
Disbursement Through for “Total Beneficiaries” and “Total amount” will be displayed in front of
the row field Grand Total.
14. After making the entries for desired row fields, the user can enter the remarks in the text box
provided under the field Remarks.
15. The user can click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form. (Note: The user can click on the
button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)

Figure 317

16. If all the entries are correct and the form gets submitted successfully, a message “Record Added
Successfully” will get displayed on the screen as shown in the figure.
CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases
The user can get the details of the cases in which CPSMS Registration was rejected. There is an option
‘CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases’ provided under the tab Reports on the dashboard of the User for
accessing the details of the cases in which CPSMS Registration was rejected.
1. To get the details of the cases in which CPSMS Registration was rejected, the user should login
on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> CPSMS Registration-Rejected
Cases as shown in the figure.
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Figure 318

3. As the user will move the cursor on “CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 319
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Get CPSMS ID
The user can get the identification number (ID) of the CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases. To get the
details of CPSMS ID of the CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases, the user has to follow below steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user. (It will get displayed under the field State By default)
The user has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down given under the field Area.
The user has to select Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down given under the field Sub
District/Municipal Area according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. After selecting the values for specifying the location for which the record is required, the user
has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to get the details of CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases.
(Note: The user can click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)

Figure 320

6. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, following screen with the details of CPSMS RegistrationRejected cases will appear in a table “List of invalid Record for DBT” as shown in the figure.

Figure 321
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7. The user can print the details of CPSMS Registration-Rejected Cases appeared in the table “List
of invalid Record for DBT” by clicking the button ‘Print’ given on the screen shown in the figure.
(Note: The user can click the button ‘Back’ to return to the previous page)
Monthly Fund Disbursement Report
The user can get the details of the fund disbursed in a month. There is an option ‘Monthly Fund
Disbursement Report’ provided under the tab Reports on the dashboard of the user for getting the
details of fund disbursed in a month.
1. To get the details of monthly fund disbursement, the user should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Monthly Fund Disbursement
Report as shown in the figure.

Figure 322
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3. As the user will move the cursor on “Monthly Fund Disbursement Report” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 323

Monthly Fund Transfer Detail Report
The user can get the details of the fund disbursed in a month. The user can get the details after selecting
the values for the form fields provided for specifying the criteria of the report.
1. The user has to select the name of the State from the drop down list given under the field State.
(The name of the State will appear By default)
2. Theuser has to select the scheme from the drop down list given under the field Scheme Name.
3. The user has to select the desired financial year from the drop down list provided under the field
Financial Year.
4. The user has to select the desired month of the selected financial year from the drop down list
provided under the field Month.
5. After selecting values for all the form fields, the user has to click on the button ‘Generate
Report’ to submit the form and generate the desired report based on the selected parameters.

Figure 324

6. After clicking the button ‘Generate Report’, the report based on the selected parameters will
appear on the screen. In the following figure, the screen is blank as there is no record based on
the selected parameters.
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Figure 325

Discontinue Report
The user can get discontinue report if required. To access discontinue report, there is an option
‘Discontinue Report’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting discontinue report:
1. To access the discontinue report of pensioners, the user should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Discontinue Report.

Figure 326

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Discontinue Report” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 327

Discontinue/Appealed/Rejected Report
Migration Log
The user can get the log of migration of schemes. To access migration log of schemes, there is an option
‘Migration Log’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting migration log of schemes:
1. To get migration log of schemes, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Migration Log.
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Figure 328

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Migration Log” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.

Figure 329
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Migration from IGNWPS to IGNOAPS
The user can get the log of the pensioners that have been migrated from IGNWPS to IGNOAPS. To get
the migration log, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The user has to select the desired district from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the desired Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given for field Area.
The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selected Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The user has to select the Scheme (from where the pensioner has to be migrated) from the drop
down list given under the field From Scheme and the Scheme (to which the pensioner has been
migrated) from the drop down list given under the field To Scheme.
6. The user has to select the financial year (in which the migration took place) from the drop down
list given under the field Financial Year.

Figure 330

7. After selecting values for all form fields, the user has to click on the button ‘Submit’ to get
desired migration log. (Note: The user can click on ‘Cancel’ button to abort the process)

Figure 331
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8. In the above mentioned case, there is no record against the selected values of the form fields,
the screen is shown in the figure.
Ledger History
The user can get the ledger history of Pensioners. To access ledger history of pensioners, there is an
option ‘Ledger History’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting ledger history:
1. To get the ledger history, the user should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Ledger History.

Figure 332

3. As the user will move the cursor on “Ledger History” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 333

Ledger History-Search By:
a. Sanction Order No.The user can search ledger history by “Sanction Order No.”. To search ledger history by sanction
order number, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State will be displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the desired district from drop down list given under the field District.
3. The User has to select the desired Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under
the field Area.
4. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under
the field Sub District/Municipal Area according to selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user has to enter the Sanction Order number in the text box provided for the field
Sanction Order No.
7. After selecting/entering the values of all the form fields, the user has to click the button
‘Submit’. (Note: The User can click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
8. The Ledger History based on the “Sanction Order No.” will get displayed.
b. Applicant NameThe user can search ledger history by “Applicant Name”. To search ledger history by Applicant
Name, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State will be displayed under the field State. (By default)
2. The user has to select the desired district from drop down list given under the field District.
3. The user has to select Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under field Area.
4. The user has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under
the field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the
field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The user has to enter the Applicant Name in the text box provided for field Applicant Name.
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7. After selecting/entering values of all the form fields, the user has to click the button ‘Submit’
to submit the form. (Note: The user can click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)

Figure 334

8. The Ledger History based on “Applicant Name” will get displayed as shown in the figure.

Figure 335
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Pension Reinstated National Level
The User can get the details of Pension reinstated at National level. To access details of pension
reinstated at National level, there is an option ‘Pension Reinstated National Level’ under the Tab
Reports which can be used for getting the desired details of pension reinstated:
1. To get the desired details of pension reinstated at National level, the User should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. The User has to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Pension Reinstated National Level.

Figure 336

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Pension Reinstated National Level” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 337
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Dashboard

Figure 338

Certificate Report
The User can get the details of Certificates received from the Pensioners to whom the Pension has been
disbursed. To access Certificate Report, there is an option ‘Certificate Report’ under the Tab Reports
which can be used for getting the desired Certificate Report:
1. To get desired Certificate Report, the user should login on NSAP by authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Certificate Report.
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Figure 339

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Certificate Report” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.

Figure 340
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District wise Certificate Report
The User can get the district wise Certificate Report by following the steps given below:
1. The User has to click on the link given as district name under the column heading District.
2. After clicking the district name link, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 341

3. The screen shown in the figure 318 has the details of Certificate Report which contains Gram
Panchayat/ward, Photo, Age, Income, Residence, Disability, Death.
Aadhaar Linked with Bank
The User can get the detail of number of pensioners who have linked their bank accounts with Aadhaar
card. To get the detail, there is an option ‘Aadhaar Linked with Bank’ under the Tab Reports which can
be used for getting the desired detail:
1. To get the desired detail of Aadhaar linked with Bank, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Aadhaar Linked with Bank.
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Figure 342

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Aadhaar Linked with Bank” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 343
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Location Based Search
The User can get the location based details of the pensioners who have linked their bank accounts with
Aadhaar Card. To get the desired detail the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The user has to select the name of the district from drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list provided under the field Area.
The user has to select the name of the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given
under the field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The User has to select the name of the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given
under the field Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Area.
6. The User has to click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the details of the form. (Note: The User can
click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)

Figure 344

7. After successful submission of the form, based on the selected location, the list of number of
pensioners who have linked their bank account with Aadhaar card will appear in the lower
section of the form as shown in the figure.
Pensioners Progressive Abstract
The User can get the progressive abstract of pensioners of an area. To get the detail, there is an option
‘Pensioners Progressive Abstract’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting the desired
progressive abstract of pensioners:
1. To get the progressive abstract of pensioners on an area, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Pensioners Progressive
Abstract.
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Figure 345

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Pensioners Progressive Abstract” and click on it, a screen
will appear as shown in the figure.
Progressive Abstract for a Scheme under NSAP
The User can get the progressive abstract for a scheme under NSAP, e.g. To get the progressive abstract
for IGNOAPS, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The User has to click on the hyper linked name of the district given under the column field
District to access the progressive abstract for that district. (refer – figure)
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Figure 346

2. After clicking the hyper linked name of the district, following screen will appear as shown in the
figure 324. The Screen has two sections, i.e. Rural and Urban. Both sections have details of the
pensioners in the respective area. The User can view the details.
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3. To get the details of a particular Sub District/Municipality, the User has to click on the hyper
lined name of that Sub District/Municipality.

Figure 347

4. After clicking the hyper linked name of the Sub District/Municipality, following screen will
appear as shown in the figure.
5. The User can get the details of total pensioners/live pensioners/inactive pensioners by clicking
the hyper linked number given under the column field.

Figure 348
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6. After clicking the hyper linked number given under the column field, following screen will
appear as shown in the figure. The table shown in the figure contains the progressive abstract of
IGNOAPS.

Figure 349

7. The details shown in the figure can be downloaded. To download the report, the User has to
click the button ‘Download Report’. A pop up window with the option for either opening or
saving the file on the system with ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’ button will appear as shown in the figure.
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Figure 350

Aadhaar Abstract
The User can get the Aadhaar Abstract of pensioners of an area. To get the detail, there is an option
‘Aadhaar Abstract’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting the desired Aadhaar Abstract of
pensioners:
1. To get the Aadhaar Abstract of pensioners of an area, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Aadhaar Abstract.
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Figure 351

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Aadhaar Abstract” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 352

4. The Screen shown above has two buttons ‘Download Excel’ and ‘Back’. ‘Download Excel’ can be
used to download the Aadhaar Abstract in excel sheet and ‘Back’ button can be used to return
to previous page.
Download Aadhaar Abstract
The User can download Aadhaar Abstract in an excel sheet.
1. To download Aadhaar Abstract, the User has to click the button ‘Download Excel’ as shown in
the figure. After clicking the button ‘Download Excel’, following screen will appear as shown in
the figure.
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Figure 353

2. The user can either open the excel sheet after selecting a program or save the file on system by
clicking the button ‘OK’. (Note: The User can click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
List of Disbursing Agencies
The User can get the list of pension disbursing agencies of an area. To get the list, there is an option ‘List
of Disbursing Agencies’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting the desired list of pension
disbursing agencies:
1. To get the list of pension disbursing agencies of an area, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> List of Disbursing Agencies.
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Figure 354

3. As the User will move the cursor on “List of Disbursing Agencies” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 355
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Pension Disbursement Agency List
The User can get the list of pension disbursement agencies by following the steps given below:
1. The name of the State will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
2. The User has to select the name of the district from the drop down list given under the field
District.
3. The User has to select the name of the Area (Rural/Urban) from the drop down list given under
the field Area.
4. The User has to select the name of the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list
given under the field Sub District/Municipal Area according the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
5. The User has to select the name of the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given
under the field Gram Panchayat/Ward.
6. After selecting the location, the User has to select the type of the Pension Distribution Agency
(PDA) from the drop down list given under the field PDA Type and then click the button
‘Submit’. The following screen with Bank branch PDA list will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 356

7. The Bank branch PDA list contains the details under the column fields, Type of Bank, Bank
Name, Branch Code, IFSC Code, Branch Name, Branch Address, Level, location. The User can
print the Bank branch PDA List by clicking the button ‘Print’ given on the screen as shown in the
figure.
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MPR1
The User can get the Monthly Progress Report (MPR) in parts for centrally sponsored scheme under
NSAP, CSS released for NSAP up to month of reporting, total available funds NSAP, and the expenditure
for NSAP up to the month of reporting, closing balance up at the end of month of reporting. To get the
first part of MPR, there is an option ‘MPR1’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting the
Monthly Progress Report (MPR1):
1. To get the monthly progress report, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user
credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> MPR1.

Figure 357

3. As the User will move the cursor on “MPR1” and click on it, a screen will appear as shown in the
figure.
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Figure 358
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Edit MPR1
The User can edit the first part of Monthly Progress Report (MPR) for centrally sponsored scheme under
NSAP, CSS released for NSAP up to month of reporting, total available funds NSAP, and the expenditure
for NSAP up to the month of reporting, closing balance up at the end of month of reporting. To edit the
first part of MPR, there is an option ‘Edit MPR1’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for editing the
Monthly Progress Report (MPR1):
1. To edit the first part of monthly progress report, the User should login on NSAP with authorized
user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> MPR1.

Figure 359

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Edit MPR1” and click on it, a screen will appear as shown in
the figure.
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Figure 360

Edit Monthly Progress Report
The User can edit the Monthly Progress Report. To edit the Monthly Progress Report, the User has to
follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
2. The User has to select the Year from the drop down list of which MPR has to be edited.
3. The User has to select the month from the drop down list of which MPR has to be edited.
4. After that, the user has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form to get the MPR of
the selected month and year. (Note: The user can click the button ‘Cancel’ to abort the process)
5. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 361

MPR2
The User can get the second part of Monthly Progress Report (MPR) for centrally sponsored scheme
under NSAP, CSS released for NSAP up to month of reporting, total available funds NSAP, and the
expenditure for NSAP up to the month of reporting, closing balance up at the end of month of reporting.
To get the second MPR, there is an option ‘MPR2’ under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting
the second part of Monthly Progress Report (MPR):
1. To get the second part of monthly progress report, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> MPR2.
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Figure 362

3. As the user will move cursor on “MPR2” and click on it, a screen will appear shown in figure.

Figure 363
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Monthly Progress Report II
The user can get the second part of the Monthly Progress Report by following the steps given below:
1. To get the second part of the Monthly Progress Report (MPR2), the user has to select the year
from the drop down list given under the field Year.
2. The user has to select the month from the drop down list given under the field Month.
3. After selecting the Year and Month, the user has to click the button ‘Submit’.
4. On clicking the button ‘Submit’, a screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 364

5. The screen shown in the figure 341 contains the table with column fields Scheme, Total No. of
Beneficiaries, No. of beneficiaries received pension during the month, No. of beneficiaries
received pension during the month.
6. The names of the scheme are given under the column field Total No. of Beneficiaries and the
other column fields have blank text boxes for entering the values for different schemes.
7. The User can enter the values in the column fields of the table and then click the button
‘Submit’ for submission of the form.
Discontinuation Reason Summary Report
The User can get the summary report on the reason of discontinuation of pension. To get the
discontinuation reason summary report, there is an option ‘Discontinuation Reason Summary Report’
under the Tab Reports which can be used for getting the Discontinuation Reason Summary Report:
1. To get the report on the reason for discontinuation of pension, the User should login on NSAP
with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Reports> Discontinuation Reason
Summary Report.
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Figure 365

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Discontinuation Reason Summary Report” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 366
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Report on Reason for Stopping the Pension
The User can get the report on reason for stopping the pension. To get the report, the user has to follow
the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to click on ‘Generate Report’ button to get report on reason for stopping pension.
On clicking the button ‘Generate Report’, a screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 367

5. The screen shown in figure 344 contains table “Stop Pension Reason Report” with column fields
‘DED’, ‘IPS’, ‘INA’, ‘MGP’, ‘MGT’, ‘IOR’, ‘INO’, ‘STP’ along with description of all Status Codes.
6. The User can further dig the table to get the details of pensioners whose pension has been
stopped by clicking the link given in a row under a column field as shown in the figure.

Figure 368
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Utility
An authorized User can manage Utilities on NSAP MIS. The tab Utility contains the options “Migrate
Pensioner”, “Mapping Locations”, “NSAP-Census 2011-village Mapping”, “Data Download in PDF”,
“NSAP-Census 2011-Subdistrict Mapping”, “Scheme Universe Updation”, “Data Upload Report”, “Data
Download in CSV/MDB”, “Advance Search” as shown in the following figure.

Figure 369

Migrate Pensioner
The User can get the details of the pensioners who can be migrated from one scheme to another
scheme. To get the details of the pensioners, there is an option ‘Migrate Pensioner’ under the Tab
Utility which can be used for getting the details of the pensioners who can be migrated:
1. To get the details of pensioners who can be migrated, the User should login on NSAP with
authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Migrate Pensioner.
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Figure 370

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Migrate Pensioner” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.

Figure 371

Max Age Attained Pensioner Report
The User can get the report of pensioners who have attained maximum age for a scheme. To get the
report, the user has to follow the steps given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of Area (Rural/Urban).
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5. The user has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form to get the desired report.
6. After clicking the button ‘Submit’, a new section will appear on the screen which contains details
of pensioners who are to be migrated.

Figure 372

7. The numbers given under the column field “Rural” are hyper linked. A click on the hyper linked
number will open the detailed list of the pensioners along with the option to select scheme to
convert as shown in the figure.

Figure 373
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8. To convert the scheme, the User has to select the scheme from the drop down list given under
the column field Select Scheme To Convert, and after that the user has to mark the check box
given in front of the selected scheme in the same row.
9. After selecting the beneficiaries for whom the scheme has to be converted, the User has to click
the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form. (Note: The User can click the button ‘Back’ to return to
the previous page)
Mapping Locations
The User can map the locations according to the notified changes. There is an option “Mapping
Locations” provided under the Tab Utility which can be used for mapping the locations:
1. To map the locations, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Mapping Locations.

Figure 374

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Mapping Locations” and click on it, a screen will appear as
shown in the figure.

Figure 375
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Transfer Sub District
The user can transfer a Sub district from one District to another if any change has been notified in this
regard.
1. To transfer a Sub district, the User has to select the radio button ‘Sub District’.
2. After selecting the ‘Sub District’, the user has to click ‘Submit’ button for submission of form.
3. After submitting the form, a screen with the fields for specifying the details of the Sub District
will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 376

4. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
5. The User has to select the Area from the drop down list given under the field Area given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
6. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area given in section “From”.
7. After selecting values for all the fields, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission
of the details and transfer of the Sub District from one District to the other.
Transfer Gram Panchayat
The User can transfer details of a Gram Panchayat from one District to another if any change has been
notified in this regard.
1. To transfer a Gram Panchayat, the User has to select the radio button ‘Gram Panchayat’.
2. After selecting the ‘Gram Panchayat’, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of
the form.
3. After submitting the form, a screen with the fields for specifying the details of the Gram
Panchayat will appear as shown in the figure.
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Figure 377

4. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
5. The User has to select the Area from the drop down list given under the field Area given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
6. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area given in section “From” and “Move To”.
7. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward given in section “From”.
8. After selecting values for all the fields, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission
of the details and transfer of the Gram Panchayat/Ward from one District to the other.
Transfer Village
The user can transfer details of a Village from one District to another if any change has been notified in
this regard.
1. To transfer a Village, the User has to select the radio button ‘Village’.
2. After selecting the ‘Village’, the user has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission of the form.
3. After submitting the form, a screen with the fields for specifying the details of the Village will
appear as shown in the figure.
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Figure 378

4. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
5. The User has to select the Area from the drop down list given under the field Area given in
sections “From” and “Move To”.
6. The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area given in section “From” and “Move To”.
7. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward given in section “From” and “Move To”.
8. The User has to select the Village from the drop down list given under the field Village given in
section “From”.
9. After selecting values for all the fields, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission
of the details and transfer of the Village from one District to the other.
NSAP-Census 2011-village Mapping
The User can map the villages according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the year
2011. There is an option “NSAP-Census 2011-village Mapping” provided under the Tab Utility which can
be used for mapping the villages according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the year
2011:
1. To map the villages according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the year 2011,
the User should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Utility> NSAP-Census 2011-village
Mapping.
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Figure 379

3. As the User will move the cursor on “NSAP-Census 2011-village Mapping” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 380

Census 2011 Village and Ward Code Mapping
The User can map the villages and wards according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) 2011. To
map the villages according to SECC, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area.
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a. Mapping - After specifying the location of the village by selecting the values for all form fields,
the User can click the button ‘Mapping’ to open the list of villages that are to be mapped. If
there is no village to be mapped, following screen will appear with a message “Records not
found All NSAP-Villages are mapped with SECC-Villages”

Figure 381

b. Download Mapped/UnMapped Villages - After specifying the location by selecting the values
for all form fields, the User can click the button ‘Download Mapped/UnMapped Villages’ to
download the list of mapped/unmapped villages. The following screen shown in the figure 359
has options for opening or saving the list of mapped/unmapped villages along with the button
‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’ buttons. The user can either open the excel sheet or save it on the system.

Figure 382
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c. Remove Mapping - After specifying the location by selecting the values for all form fields, the
User can click the button ‘Remove Mapping’ to remove the current mapping of villages.
Data Download in PDF
The User can download the data of beneficiaries sanctioned and approved. There is an option “Data
Download in PDF” provided under the Tab Utility which can be used for downloading in PDF of the data
of beneficiaries approved and sanctioned:
1. To download the data of the beneficiaries approved and sanctioned, the User should login on
NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Data Download in PDF.

Figure 383

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Data Download in PDF” and click on it, a screen will appear
as shown in the figure.

Figure 384
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Data Download
The User can download the data of the beneficiaries sanctioned and approved. To download the data,
the User has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Urban/Rural) from drop down list given under the field Area.
The User has to select the Sub District/Municipal Area from the drop down list given under the
field Sub District/Municipal Area according to the selection of the Area.
5. The User has to select the Gram Panchayat/Ward from the drop down list given under the field
Gram Panchayat/Ward according to the selection of Sub District/Municipal Corporation.
6. After specifying the location of which the data of beneficiaries approved and sanctioned is to be
downloaded, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form. (Note: The User can
click on the button ‘Close’ to close the form).
7. Following screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 385

8. The User has to click the button ‘Download PDF Report’ to download the PDF. On clicking the
button ‘Download PDF Report’, following screen will appear as shown in the figure.
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Figure 386

NSAP-Census 2011-Subdistrict Mapping
The User can map the Sub district according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the year
2011. There is an option “NSAP-Census 2011-Sub District Mapping” provided under the Tab Utility which
can be used for mapping the villages according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the
year 2011:
1. To map the Sub District according to the Socio Economic Cast Census (SECC) done in the year
2011, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the User needs to move the cursor on the tab Utility> NSAP-Census 2011- Sub district
Mapping.
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Figure 387

3. As the User will move the cursor on “NSAP-Census 2011-Sub District Mapping” and click on it, a
screen will appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 388

NSAP-SECC Sub district Mapping
The user can map the Sub district and Municipal Areas according to the Socio Economic Cast Census
(SECC) 2011. To map the sub districts according to SECC, the user has to follow the steps given below:
1.
2.
3.
a.

The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
The User has to select the District from the drop down list given under the field District.
The user has to select the Area (Rural/Urban) from drop down list given under the field Area.
Mapping - After specifying the location by selecting the values for all form fields, the User can
click the button ‘Mapping’ to open the list of Sub district that are to be mapped. If there is no
Sub district to be mapped, following screen will appear with a message “Records not found All
NSAP-Sub district are mapped with SECC- Sub district” as shown in the figure.
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Figure 389

b. Download Sub district - After specifying the location by selecting the values for all form fields,
the User can click the button ‘Download Sub district’ to download the list of Sub district. The
following screen shown in the figure 367 has options for opening or saving the list of Sub
districts along with the button ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’ buttons. The User can either open the excel
sheet or save it on the system.

Figure 390

c. Remove Mapping - After specifying the location by selecting the values for all form fields, the
User can click the button ‘Remove Mapping’ to remove the current mapping of Sub districts.
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Scheme Universe Updation
The User can update a scheme. There is an option “Scheme Universe Updation” provided under the tab
Utility to update a scheme.
1. To update a Scheme, the User should login on NSAP with authorized user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Scheme Universe Updation.

Figure 391

3. As the User will move the cursor on “Scheme Universe Updation” and click on it, a screen will
appear as shown in the figure.

Figure 392

Updation Scheme wise old Records to New Records
The User can update scheme wise old records to new records. To update a scheme, the User has to
follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field State. (By Default)
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2. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field District.
3. The User has to select the Scheme from the drop down list given under the field Scheme. (Note:
A User can update only the State sponsored scheme)
4. The user has to select the financial year from drop down list given under the field Financial Year.
5. There are two buttons provided, i.e. ‘Update Scheme’ and ‘View Scheme’, the User can select
the radio button ‘Update Scheme’ to get the list of schemes that are to be updated.
6. On selecting the radio button ‘Update Scheme’, following screen will appear as shown in the
figure 370. The User has to click the button ‘Update’ to update the record of the Scheme. On
clicking the button ‘Update’, the selected Scheme will get updated and a message in this regard
will be displayed on the screen.

Figure 393

Data Upload Report
The User can generate report on data upload. There is an option “Data Upload Report” provided under
the tab Utility which can be used for getting the report on data upload. To generate data upload report,
the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. To generate report on data uploading, the user has to login on NSAP with valid user credentials.
2. After that, the User has to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Data Upload Report.
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Figure 394

3. After clicking the option “Data Upload Report” provided under the tab Utility, a screen will
appear which contains the form for generating report on data uploading as shown in figure.

Figure 395

Data Uploading Status
The User can generate report on data uploading by specifying the status of data uploading. To generate
Data Upload Report, the User has to follow the steps given below:
1. The name of the State of the user will be displayed under the field Name of State. (By Default)
2. The User has to select the district from the drop down list given under the field Name of
District. (Mandatory)
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3. The User has to specify the area for which the data upload report is to be generated.
(Mandatory)
4. The User has to specify the scheme for which the data upload report is required. (Mandatory)
5. The User has to select the date through Calendar control provided under the field Date.
6. After selecting values for all form fields, the User has to click the button ‘Submit’ for submission
of the form. (Note: The button ‘Close’ can be used to close the form and abort the process of
generating data upload report)

Figure 396

Data Download in CSV/MDB
The user can download the data in CSV/MDB. There is an option “Data Download in CSV/MDB” provided
under the tab Utility which can be used for downloading data. To download data, the user has to follow
the steps given below:
1. To download data, the user has to login on NSAP with valid user credentials.
2. After that, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Data Download in CSV/MDB.
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Figure 397

3. After clicking the option “Data Download in CSV/MDB” provided under the tab Utility, a screen
will appear which contains the form for data downloading as shown in figure.

Figure 398

Download Master Data
The user can download the Master Data either in CSV by using the button ‘download in CSV’ or in MDB
by using the button ‘download in MDB’.
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Figure 399

Advance Search
The User can search the details of pensioners either by ‘Sanction Order No.’ or by ‘Applicant Name’ or
by ‘Beneficiary Number’ or by ‘Aadhaar’ or by ‘Mobile No.’ or by ‘Bank Account’ or by ‘PFMS Id’. There is
an option “Advance Search” provided under the tab Utility which can be used for searching the details
of the pensioners. The ‘Advance Search’ option can be used in the following manner:
1. The user has to login on NSAP with valid user credentials to access the option ‘Advance Search’.
2. After login on NSAP, the user has to move the cursor on the tab Utility> Advance Search as
shown in the figure.
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Figure 400

3. After clicking the option ‘Advance Search’, the form which contains the fields for specifying the
desired search criteria will open as shown in the figure.

Figure 401

Search Pensioners By
The form shown in the figure 378 shows that the User can search pensioners either by ‘Sanction Order
No.’ or by ‘Applicant Name’ or by ‘Beneficiary Number’ or by ‘Aadhaar’ or by ‘Mobile No.’ or by ‘Bank
Account’ or by ‘PFMS Id’. To search the desired details of pensioners by Applicant Name, the User has to
follow the steps given below:
Search Pensioners BY ‘Applicant Name’ –
1. To search the details of pensioners on the basis of Applicant Name, the user has to select
the radio button ‘Applicant Name’.
2. After that, the User has to enter one or more alphabetic characters in the text box provided
under the field Enter the Search Value of which the details are required.
3. Click the button ‘Submit’ to submit the form.
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4. After successful submission of the form, a screen with details of all those pensioners whose
name has those characters which have been entered in the text box provided under the
field Enter the Search Value will appear in a tabular format as shown in the figure.

Figure 402
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Similarly, User can search the details of pensioners by using other options provided in the form.
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